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Smalterie Metallurgiche Emiliane Guastalla

Distinctive domestic appliances developed
in collaboration with leading architects of
the world.
Products that express “Made in Italy” by
perfectly combining design, performance,
and attention to detail.
Smeg. Technology with style.

Premium quality and design
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Glossary

1948

Vittorio Bertazzoni Sr
founds Smeg (Smalterie
Metallurgiche Emiliane
Guastalla) in Guastalla,
near Reggio Emilia in
Italy.

1977

Franco Maria Ricci, one
of Italy’s most illustrious
publishers and graphic
designers, creates
the Smeg logo which
incorporates references
to the burners of a gas
hob and the round knobs
of an oven. Smeg also
begins its sponsorship of
legendary Ferrari driver
Gilles Villeneuve.

2008

Smeg celebrates its
60th anniversary and
presents products
designed alongside
Marc Newson, which
leads to winning
the Wallpaper Design
Award the following year.

1955

Production of cookers
begins, reaching its peak
with the presentation
of the first Smeg brand
cooker, Elisabeth, in
1956.

1985

Instinctively and incisively
understanding new
consumer requirements for
more elegant products,
the company begins
working with architect
Guido Canali to create
ovens and hobs.

2012

The first denim-covered
fridge, created in
collaboration with Italia
Independent, is released,
followed the next year by
the Smeg500, a fridge
which looks like a Fiat
500 car.

HISTORY
Smeg has been producing domestic

1963

The company presents
Leda, the first Smeg
branded washing
machine, thanks to an
increase in production
capacity to include
laundry appliances.

1991

Smeg’s collaboration
with important designers
continues, with the
company offering ovens
and hobs designed by
architect Mario Bellini.

2014

The 50s Style small
appliances line, created
together with the
deepdesign© studio,
makes its début and
immediately wins over
both customers and critics.
Smeg wins the Good
Design award once
again, as well as the iF
Design Award and Red
Dot Design Award.

appliances with the finest Italian design for
more than 70 years, with a particular focus
on aesthetics, ergonomics and functionality.
Today Smeg, originally an acronym for
Smalterie Metallurgiche Emiliane Guastalla
indicating its initial activities in enamel
work and metallurgy, has reached its
third generation of entrepreneurs and

1970

1971

Niagara is released,
the world’s first 14-place
setting dishwasher,
meeting modern
requirements for large
wash capacities.

1995

Production of
built-in appliances such
as ovens and hobs
begins; these products
will become part of the
defining elements of
Smeg’s success.

1997

The company begins
working with architect
Renzo Piano, a
collaboration which will
lead to the production of
hobs, ovens, fridges and
the Smeg home garden.

2017

The FAB range of fridges
is created, a product line
destined to become an
international style icon
and status symbol.

2019
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Professional style Portofino
cookers with triple-fan
cavities are added to the
range.
A concession in world
famous luxury department
store, Harrods, and a
flagship Smeg store open
in the heart of London

represents an international group with
direct subsidiaries and distributors in all five
continents.

The Vitality System and
Smeg Connect are
introduced to the range.
Smeg collaborate with
Disney to create Mickey
Mouse special edition
FAB.
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Smeg believes that objects of daily use should not only fill an
environment; they should create an atmosphere. This sensitivity, which
has inspired the collaboration with great architects and designers of
our time, is the perfect expression of Made in Italy which combines
art and industrial expertise in everyday objects.

Italian Design

Exuding Style

Distinctive Know How

CO-ORDINATING
COLLECTION
Style, for Smeg, is a distinct concept:
the way a product communicates with its
surroundings and enables users to interact
with it. Every aesthetic design family
offers a choice of different coordinating
products. Aesthetic lines are presented in
a wide range of appliances and can be
coordinated throughout the kitchen to create
a powerful style statement.
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50’S RETRO STYLE
& VICTORIA
Smeg 50’s Retro Style products embody the
glamour and rounded forms of the 1950’s
and have become real cult objects. They
provide a nostalgic atmosphere, where time
seems to stop, and passion for good food
can be seen through the utmost attention to
detail.
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CLASSIC
Smeg Classic designed appliances
are made up of a series of iconic and
elegant domestic appliances that are
finished in smart Stainless Steel. Ranges
like Opera perfectly compliment this
design style offering a timeless look with a
contemporary feel.
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PORTOFINO
Inspired by the colours of the Ligurian coast,
Portofino appliances are light and vibrant,
harmoniously combining the lightness and
brightness of Mediterranean hues with the
raw strength of stainless steel.
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SMEG PRODUCTS
Smeg products, the perfect combination of
refined aesthetics and technological reliability,
have transformed simple kitchen appliances into
designer furnishings, undisputed examples of the
finest Italian design. A range of fully coordinated
domestic appliances with unmistakeably refined
aesthetics and a well-defined identity of its own.
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COOKERS

COOKERS
Inspired by professional cookers used by the
world’s greatest chefs, Smeg offers genuine
design icons where style and elegance go hand
in hand with extreme versatility and outstanding
performance. With five unique design styles
and an array of sizes to choose from, there is a
Smeg cooker for everyone.
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Cookers

State-of-the-art technology combined with a rigorous approach to aesthetics and top quality materials
are the guiding principles behind the design of Smeg cookers, making the company name famous
worldwide.

COOKERS

refined elegance

VICTORIA

PORTOFINO

OPERA

SYMPHONY

20

CONCERT
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OVENS

an ample range

high performance
Smeg creates cookers that combine design and technology in a unique style, with special attention to
functionality.
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Available in a number of different dimensions from 60cm
wide to 150cm, Smeg cookers satisf y ever y space
requirement.

TILTING GRILL

EXTRA VOLUME

TOUCH TIMER

Some cookers feature a tilting grill that
can be easily unhooked to clean the roof
of the appliance in one simple step.

All 90cm wide single cavity
cookers have a large usable
capacity of 115 litres,
allowing wider baking trays
to be used.

The circular clocks on Opera
cookers have now been
replaced with easy to use
touch timer displays or LCD
displays (depending on the
model).

SOFT CLOSE DOOR

Selected models are equipped with SoftClose hinges so that the door closes
smoothly and silently without slamming.

ECLIPSE BLACK GLASS

The range includes cookers with
diverse capacities, from the smallest
33 litre capacity to an ample 115
litres. Single, double (horizontal
or vertical) and triple ovens are
available with the choice of gas,
ceramic or induction hob.

Opera cookers now have a special glass
which appears black when switched off
but when lit during cooking, becomes
translucent ensuring perfect visibility of the
interior.

MULTIPLE FANS

SINGLE OVEN

DOUBLE OVEN

Some models have two or three fans
which offer more efficient heat distribution
allowing more uniformed cooking. Preheating time is significantly reduced
resulting in greatly improved cooking
times.

SIDE BY SIDE OVENS

Side opening doors
Some Smeg cookers have side opening doors which allow
easy access letting you get closer to the oven, especially
useful for people with mobility limitations.

AIR COOLING SYSTEM

The sides, the door and the components
outside the cooker remain cool, ensuring
greater safety and a longer life for your
appliance. The cooling system remains in
operation even when cooking is finished,
dissipating the accumulated heat inside
the cooker.

Smeg cookers can be
elegantly slotted in between
other fitted kitchen furniture for a distinctive choice that
is totally safe, thanks to the excellent insulation and outer
cooling system that prevents the sides of Smeg cookers
from overheating.

BUILDING IN
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LCD DISPLAY

The easy to use large LCD
display featured on select
models allows functions and
temperatures to be visible at a
glance. The EASY GUIDE
technology offers a number
of automatic programmes
and customisable recipes
(depending on the model)
providing an enhanced
cooking experience.

COOKERS

VERSATILITY

EXCELLENCE AS A STANDARD

electric solutions

different cooking functions

INDUCTION HOBS

CERAMIC HOBS

Faster than gas cooking,
induction technology is
based on magnetic fields
which induce heat onto a
ferrous material in the base
of the pan, meaning that the
pot becomes the element
that cooks the food, and as
a result energy efficiency is
maximised and heat loss is
minimised. It is also easy
to clean as splashes do not
burn onto the hob top.

Cookers with ceramic hobs
can be found in the different
aesthetic lines, they have
automatic safety cut-outs
and individual residual heat
indicators for all the cooking
zones.
High quality materials and
stringent checks during
the manufacturing process
ensure a reliable and long
lasting hob.

COOKERS

HOBS

gas solutions
This large powerful WOK burner is
ideal for lovers of oriental cuisine or
when high speed cooking is required.
The 2 rings of flames can be controlled
together or individually.

TRADITIONAL

Static top and bottom heat
ensures food remains moist
when cooked for longer
periods of time. Ideal for
slow baked cakes and
casserole.

Excellence as standard

The Teppanyaki grill plate
offers a different cooking
style option, using a hot
plate to grill food and seal
in the flavours.

All Smeg hob tops have an
anti-overflow feature, with
the 90cm models capable
of holding 4.5 litres. This
special feature avoids spills
of liquid thus protecting the
kitchen furniture on either
side.

Heavy duty cast iron pan
stands for maximum stability
and safety.
Cookers accessories can be
found on pages 80-83
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CIRCULAIRE

The effective circulation of
hot air from the combination
of the fan and circular
heating element, means that
a number of dishes can be
cooked together at the same
time with no transference of
flavours or smells.

OPTIMAL ENERGY

TELESCOPIC SHELVES

5 COOKING LEVELS

EFFICIENCY

Telescopic rails allow
hot food to be checked
very safely, particularly
useful when grilling, and
are extremely convenient
and easy to use. Many
models have these rails as
standard, or are available
as an optional accessory.

Most oven compartments
offer either 5 or 4 cooking
levels, plenty of room and
flexibility. Cookers with
a tall oven cavity have 9
cooking levels, perfect for
batch baking.

Some cookers in the range
now offer an impressive
A+ energy rating and most
are A rated, designed
to perform at maximum
efficiency while reducing
energy consumption to the
minimum.

SAFE COOK

PYROLYTIC CLEANING

VAPOR CLEAN

ALL GLASS REMOVABLE

Closed door grilling allows
you to grill with the door
closed, keeping cooking
smells inside the oven and
out of the kitchen to ensure
a safe cooking environment
and reduce energy
consumption.

This automatic cleaning
function works by heating
the inside of the oven to
500°C to burn off any
grease and dirt. Quadruple
glazed and Cooler touch
doors, mean that during the
Pyrolytic cleaning cycle, the
outer glass will become no
hotter than 55°C.

Make cleaning an easier
task by simply putting a little
water & detergent into the
hollow of the oven base to
generate vapor and release
burnt on food from the walls
of the oven.

The single flat surface of
the inner door is extremely
easy to keep clean and it
can be removed completely
if necessary.

25

INNER DOOR

OPERA
COOKERS

OPERA
Modern in its design with a clean and elegant
styling, ergonomic lever shaped controls and
robust handles, Opera is a truly aspirational
range of cookers for serious cooks. Crafted
with minute attention to detail and using
18/10 Stainless Steel to ensure long lasting
and excellent results.
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A5-81
CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB

&

ELECTRIC GRIDDLE, FINGER FRIENDLY

COOKERS

OPERA

150CM, OPERA, DUAL
ST/STEEL

MAIN OVEN:
77 lt

HOB:

4
7 burners + Griddle
Front left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear left: 1.80 kW
Front centre: 1.00 kW
Rear centre: Rapid 3.00 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW
Rear right: Fishburner 1.90 kW
Right: Ultra rapid 5.00 kW
Electric griddle: 1.60 kW with Teflon coated plate
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

8 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 90 litres
Oven NET capacity: 77 litres
Touch display
Eclipse glass
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
AUXILIARY OVEN:
54 lt

Nominal power: 8.00 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified
electrican for ampere requirement

4

NB: See hood section for matching Opera hoods
8 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 54 litres
Touch display
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Special Pizza function
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

2 baking trays, 3 chrome shelves, 1 grill mesh,
pizza stone + cover + shovel, 1 extra deep tray (40mm deep)
Pull out full width storage drawer

KIT1A5-81

KD150HXE + KIT1A5-81 + A5-81
28
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A4-81
WITH GAS HOB

&

120CM, OPERA, DUAL
GRIDDLE, BLACK

ELECTRIC

A3-81
CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB

&

ELECTRIC

120CM, OPERA, DUAL
FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB

&

ELECTRIC GRIDDLE, FINGER

COOKERS

OPERA

120CM, OPERA, DUAL CAVITY COOKER
GRIDDLE, FINGER FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

A4BL-81

MAIN OVEN:
61 lt

MAIN OVEN:

4

6 burners + Griddle
Front left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear left: 1.80 kW
Front centre: 1.00 kW
Rear centre: Rapid 3.00 kW
Electric griddle: 1.60 kW with Teflon coated plate
Front right: 1.00 kW
Rear right: Fishburner 1.90 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

8 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Touch display
Eclipse glass
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels

Nominal power: 7.5 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrican
for ampere requirement

AUXILIARY OVEN:
55 lt

77 lt

HOB:

4
6 burners + Griddle
Front left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear left: 1.80 kW
Front centre: 1.00 kW
Rear centre: Rapid 3.00 kW
Electric griddle: 1.60 kW with Teflon coated plate
Front right: 1.00 kW
Rear right: Fishburner 1.90 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

8 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 90 litres
Oven NET capacity: 77 litres
Touch display
Eclipse glass
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
AUXILIARY OVEN:
40 lt

Nominal power: 6.80 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrican
for ampere requirement

4

NB: See hood section for matching Opera hoods

4

NB: See hood section for matching Opera hoods
4 functions Inc Upper & lower element
Oven GROSS capacity: 42 litres
Oven NET capacity: 40 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels

6 functions Inc Upper & lower element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 55 litres
Minute minder
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Special Pizza function

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

3 baking trays, 3 chrome shelves, 1 grill mesh, 1 rotisserie kit
Pull out full width storage drawer

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

1 roasting/grill pan (20mm deep), 2 grill meshes,
2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 3 chrome shelves,
1 set of partially extractable telescopic guides,
pizza stone + cover + shovel
Pull out full width storage drawer

KIT1A3-8

KIT1A3-8
HOB:
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A2-81

A2BL-81
WITH MULIFUNCTION OVEN

&

100CM, OPERA, DUAL CAVITY
GAS HOB, GLOSS BLACK

COOKER WITH MULIFUNCTION OVEN

&

A2PYID-81

PYROLYTIC

100CM, OPERA, DUAL CAVITY COOKER WITH
OVEN & GAS HOB, FINGER FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

PYROLYTIC & INDUCTION

100CM, OPERA, DUAL CAVITY COOKER WITH PYROLYTIC
OVEN & INDUCTION HOB, FINGER FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

PYROLYTIC MULTIFUNCTION

MULTIFUNCTION

COOKERS

OPERA

100CM, OPERA, DUAL CAVITY COOKER
GAS HOB, FINGER FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

A2PY-81

MAIN OVEN:
61 lt

HOB:

4

61 lt

6 burners
Front left: 1.80 kW
Rear left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Front centre: 1.00 kW
Rear centre: 1.80 kW
Front right: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear right: Rapid 3.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

8 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Touch display
Eclipse glass
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels

Nominal power: 5.30 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrican
for ampere requirement

AUXILIARY OVEN:
35 lt

MAIN OVEN:

4

NB: See hood section for matching Opera hoods
6 functions Inc Upper & lower element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 36 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels

HOB: A2PY-81
4

4
6 burners
Front left: 1.80 kW
Rear left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Front centre: 1.00 kW
Rear centre: 1.80 kW
Front right: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear right: Rapid 3.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

10 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Touch display
Eclipse glass
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Quadruple glazed door
Pyrolytic cleaning function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels

HOB: A2PYID-81

AUXILIARY OVEN:

P

4

35 lt

5 “full power” induction zones including
Front left: Ø 145mm, 1.40 kW (booster 2.20 kW)
Rear left: Ø 180mm, 1.85 kW(booster 3.00 kW)
Centre: Ø 270mm, 2.60 kW (booster 3.70 kW)
Rear right: Ø 210mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.70 kW)
Front right: Ø 145mm, 1.40 kW (booster 2.20 kW)
Automatic safety cut-out

6 functions Inc Upper & lower element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 36 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

1 roasting/grill pan (20mm deep),1 extra deep tray (40mm deep),
2 grill meshes, 2 chrome shelves, 1 baking tray, 1 rotisserie kit

Nominal power: 5.10 kW (A2PY-81), 12.5 kW (A2PYID-81)
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrican
for ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

1 extra deep tray (40mm deep), 3 chrome shelves, 2 rotisserie kits
1 baking tray, 1 grill mesh

Pull out full width storage drawer

Pull out full width storage drawer
NB: See hood section for matching Opera hoods

KIT1CSP20
KIT1CSP20 (FOR A2PY-81) AS SHOWN
KIT1A2PYID-81(FOR A2PYID-81), SEE WEBSITE
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FOR TECHNICAL DRAWING
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A1-9
WITH MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

GAS HOB,

PYROLYTIC & INDUCTION

90CM, OPERA, COOKER WITH MULTIFUNCTION PYROLYTIC
INDUCTION HOB, FINGER FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

OVEN

&

COOKERS

OPERA

90CM, OPERA, COOKER
FINGER FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

A1PYID-9

MAIN OVEN:

Nominal power: 3.2 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrican
for ampere requirement

115 lt

MAIN OVEN:
115 lt

Nominal power: 11.40 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrican
for ampere requirement

4

NB: See hood section for matching Opera hoods

13 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by weight, Warming, Rising
50 automatic programmes
10 customisable recipes
Oven GROSS capacity: 129 litres
Oven NET capacity: 115 litres
Large LCD display
Eclipse glass
Triple fan
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Quadruple glazed door
Removable inner door glass
Pyrolytic cleaning function
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Soft close door

11 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by weight, Warming, Rising
50 automatic programmes
10 customisable recipes
Oven GROSS capacity: 129 litres
Oven NET capacity: 115 litres
Large LCD display
Eclipse glass
Triple fan
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapour clean function
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Soft close door

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh, 2 chrome shelves, 1 rotisserie kit,
1 set of partially extractable telescopic guides

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

Pull out full width storage drawer

2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh, 2 chrome shelves, 1 rotisserie
kit, 1 set of partially extractable telescopic guides

HOB:

Pull out full width storage drawer

P

HOB:

6 burners
Front left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear left: Rapid 3.00 kW
Front centre: 1.00 kW
Rear centre: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.80 kW
Rear right: Rapid 3.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

NB: See hood section for matching Opera hoods

ECO

5 'full power' induction zones including
Front left: Ø 145mm, 1.40 kW (booster 2.20 kW)
Rear left: Ø 180mm, 1.85 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Centre: Ø 270mm, 2.60 kW (booster 3.70 kW)
Rear right: Ø 210mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.70 kW)
Front right: Ø 145mm, 1.40 kW (booster 2.20 kW)
Automatic safety cut-out

KIT1A1PY-9

KIT1A1-9
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PORTOFINO
COOKERS

PORTOFINO
This colourful range, inspired by the rich
tones of the Mediterranean, offers superb
performance, and is characterised by the clean
lines typical of professional kitchen design. The
Portofino cooker expresses its unique charm
in any position in the kitchen, whether built-in
or free standing , providing a unique flash of
colour. Coloured sides add the finishing touch,
highlighting the precise attention to detail that
transforms these appliances into real design
pieces.
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CPF120IGMPT
120CM, PORTOFINO, DUAL

PYROLYTIC
CAVITY COOKER WITH MIXED FUEL HOB,

CPF120IGMPBL

CPF120IGMPWH

CPF120IGMPX

BLACK

WHITE

ST/STEEL

COOKERS

PORTOFINO
PORTOFINO

TURQUOISE

CPF120IGMPR
RED
MAIN OVEN:
70 lt

HOB:
4

P
3 burners + Griddle + Induction
Left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Front centre: 1.80 kW
Rear centre: 3.00 kW
Electric griddle: 1.60 kW
Front right induction: 210 mm, 2.10 kW (booster 2.30 kW)
Rear right induction: 210 mm, 1.60 kW (booster 1.85 kW)
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG
Automatic safety cut-out

10 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres
Touch display
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Quadruple glazed removable door
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Pyrolytic cleaning function
Soft close door

Nominal power: 10.90 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrican for
ampere requirement

AUXILIARY OVEN:
63 lt

NB: See hood section for matching Portofino hoods
9 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 63 litres
Touch display
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Vapor clean function
Soft close door

Dimensions: 120cm x 60cm. For technical drawing please see www.smeguk.com

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

2 roasting/grill pans (20mm deep), 2 grill meshes,
2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 2 chrome shelves,
2 set of partially extractable telescopic guides, 1 x meat probe.
Pull out full width storage drawer
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CPF9GPOG

WITH PYROLYTIC MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

CPF9GPR

CPF9GPWH

CPF9GPAN

RED

WHITE

ANTHRACITE

CPF9GPBL

CPF9GPYW

CPF9GPX

BLACK

YELLOW

ST/STEEL

COOKERS

PORTOFINO
PORTOFINO

90CM, PORTOFINO, COOKER
GAS HOB, OLIVE GREEN

PYROLYTIC

MAIN OVEN:
115 lt

Nominal power: 4.0 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrician
for ampere requirement

4

NB: See hood section for matching Portofino hoods

ECO

12 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by weight, Rising
20 automatic programmes
Oven GROSS capacity: 129 litres
Oven NET capacity: 115 litres
Large LCD display
Triple fan
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Quadruple glazed door
Removable inner door glass
Pyrolytic cleaning function
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Soft close door
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh, 2 chrome shelves, 1 rotisserie
kit, 1 set of partially extractable telescopic guides
Storage compartment beneath the oven

CPF9GPOR

HOB:

ORANGE

6 burners
Front left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear left: 1.00 kW
Front centre: 1.00 kW
Rear centre: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.80 kW
Rear right: Rapid 3.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

KITC9X9-1
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CPF9IPR

PYROLYTIC & INDUCTION
WITH PYROLYTIC MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

CPF9IPWH

CPF9IPAN

OLIVE GREEN

WHITE

ANTHRACITE

CPF9IPOR

CPF9IPBL

CPF9IPYW

ORANGE

BLACK

YELLOW

COOKERS

PORTOFINO
PORTOFINO

90CM, PORTOFINO, COOKER
INDUCTION HOB, RED

CPF9IPOG

MAIN OVEN:
115 lt

4

ECO

12 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by weight, Rising
20 automatic programmes
Oven GROSS capacity: 129 litres
Oven NET capacity: 115 litres
Large LCD display
Triple fan
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Quadruple glazed door
Removable inner door glass
Pyrolytic cleaning function
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Soft close door

KITC9X9-1

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh, 2 chrome shelves, 1 rotisserie
kit, 1 set of partially extractable telescopic guides
Storage compartment beneath the oven

CPF9IPX

HOB:

ST/STEEL

P
5 full power induction zones
Front left: Ø 145 mm, 1.40 kW (booster 2.20 kW)
Rear left: 180 mm, 1.85 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Central: 270 mm, 2.60 kW (booster 3.70 kW)
Rear right: 210 mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.70 kW)
Front right: 145 mm, 1.40 kW (booster 2.20 kW)
Automatic safety cut-out
Nominal power: 11.4 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrician
for ampere requirement
NB: See hood section for matching Portofino hoods
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VICTORIA
COOKERS

VICTORIA
Inspired by Smeg’s very first ‘Elisabeth’ cooker
produced in 1948, the Victoria range perfectly
captures the essence of timeless classic design
and exclusive aesthetics, thanks to Smeg’s
signature 1950’s style branding and premium
build quality.
Two differently styled cookers Burghley and
Blenheim are based on the Victoria aesthetic,
but with a more modest specification. These
can be found towards the end of this section.
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TR4110GR
FOUR CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB,

TR4110RW1

TR4110P1

GLOSS BLACK

RED WINE

GLOSS CREAM

TR4110RO

TR4110AZ

TR4110X

PINK

PASTEL BLUE

ST/STEEL

COOKERS

VICTORIA

110CM, VICTORIA, TRADITIONAL
SLATE GREY

TR4110BL1

MAIN OVEN: TOP RIGHT

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

3 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 2 grill meshes, 5 chrome shelves, 2 sets of
partially extractable telescopic guides

4

61 lt

Storage drawer: Lower right - internal dimensions: H140 X W420 X D400mm
7 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

HOB:

7 burners
Far left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Front left: 1.00 kW
Rear left: 2.90 kW
Front centre: 2.90 kW
Rear centre: 1.00 kW
Front right: 1.80 kW
Rear right: 1.80 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

AUXILIARY OVEN: LOWER LEFT

4

61 lt

NB: Available whilst stocks last

Nominal power: 8.40 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrican for
ampere requirement

7 functions inc upper & lower element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

NB: See hood section for matching Victoria hoods

KIT1TR41X
KIT1TR41N

GRILL COMPARTMENT: TOP LEFT
36 lt

2

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 36 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Full variable grill, max power 2.7 kW

SPG110NE
SPG110P
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TR4110IRW

FOUR CAVITY COOKER WITH INDUCTION

TR4110IBL

TR4110IP

TR4110IWH

GLOSS BLACK

GLOSS CREAM

WHITE

COOKERS

VICTORIA

110CM, VICTORIA, TRADITIONAL
HOB, RED WINE

INDUCTION

NB: Available whilst stocks last

MAIN OVEN: TOP RIGHT

TR4110IPG

TR4110IX

PASTEL GREEN

ST/STEEL

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

3 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 2 grill meshes, 5 chrome shelves, 2 sets of
partially extractable telescopic guides

4

61 lt

Storage drawer: Lower right - internal dimensions: H140 X W420 X D400mm
7 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

HOB:

AUXILIARY OVEN: LOWER LEFT

Nominal power: 19.5 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrican for
ampere requirement

P
5 “full power” induction zones including
Front left: Ø 175mm, 1.30 kW (booster 1.40 kW)
Rear left: Ø 215mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Centre: Ø 265mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Rear right: Ø 215mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Front right: Ø 175mm, 1.30 kW (booster 1.40 kW)
Automatic safety cut-out

4

61 lt

NB: See hood section for matching Victoria hoods
7 functions inc upper & lower element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

NB: Available whilst stocks last

KIT1TR41X
KIT1TR41N

GRILL COMPARTMENT: TOP LEFT
36 lt

2

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 36 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Full variable grill, max power 2.7 kW

SPG110NE
SPG110P
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TR103P

TR103BL
THREE CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB,

100CM, VICTORIA, TRADITIONAL
GLOSS BLACK

THREE CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB,

TR103IBL

INDUCTION

100CM, VICTORIA, TRADITIONAL
HOB, GLOSS CREAM

INDUCTION

100CM, VICTORIA, TRADITIONAL
HOB, GLOSS BLACK

THREE CAVITY COOKER WITH INDUCTION

THREE CAVITY COOKER WITH INDUCTION

COOKERS

VICTORIA

100CM, VICTORIA, TRADITIONAL
GLOSS CREAM

TR103IP

MAIN OVEN: LOWER LEFT

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh, 7 chrome shelves, 1 set of
partially extractable telescopic guides

4

61 lt

MAIN OVEN: LOWER LEFT

HOB:

P

4

61 lt

5 'full power' induction zones including
Front left: Ø 180mm, 1.30 kW (booster 1.40 kW)
Rear left: Ø 210mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Centre: Ø 270mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Rear right: Ø 180mm, 1.30 kW (booster 1.40 kW)
Front right: Ø 210mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)

HOB:

9 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

6 burners
Front left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear left: 1.00 kW
Front centre: 1.00 kW
Rear centre: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.80 kW
Rear right: Rapid 2.90 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

AUXILIARY OVEN: RIGHT
8 4 lt

2

9 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

8 4 lt

Nominal power: 8.9 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrician
for ampere requirement
NB: See hood section for matching Victoria hoods

GRILL COMPARTMENT: TOP LEFT

Nominal power: 20 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrican
for ampere requirement
NB: See hood section for matching Victoria hoods

AUXILIARY OVEN: RIGHT

9

Oven GROSS capacity: 94 litres
Oven NET capacity: 84 litres
Air cooling system
Double glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 9 cooking levels
Side opening door

36 lt

SPG10075NE
SPG10075P

2

SPG10075NE
SPG10075P

9

Oven GROSS capacity: 94 litres
Oven NET capacity: 84 litres
Air cooling system
Double glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 9 cooking levels
Side opening door
GRILL COMPARTMENT: TOP LEFT

2

36 lt

2
KIT1TR103

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 36 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Full variable grill, max power 2.7 kW

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 36 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Full variable grill, max power 2.7 kW
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh,
7 chrome shelves, 1 set of partially extractable
telescopic guides

KIT1TR103
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TR93X

TR93BL
THREE CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB,

90CM, VICTORIA, TRADITIONAL
GLOSS BLACK

THREE CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB,

TR93IBL

INDUCTION

90CM, VICTORIA, TRADITIONAL
HOB, GLOSS CREAM

INDUCTION

90CM, VICTORIA, TRADITIONAL
HOB, GLOSS BLACK

THREE CAVITY COOKER WITH INDUCTION

THREE CAVITY COOKER WITH INDUCTION

COOKERS

VICTORIA

90CM, VICTORIA, TRADITIONAL
ST/STEEL

TR93IP

MAIN OVEN: LOWER LEFT

2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh, 7 chrome shelves, 1 set of
partially extractable telescopic guides

4

61 lt

HOB:

9 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

6 burners
Front left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear left: 1.00 kW
Front centre: 1.00 kW
Rear centre: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.80 kW
Rear right: 2.90 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

AUXILIARY OVEN: RIGHT
62 lt

2

9

GRILL COMPARTMENT: TOP LEFT

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 36 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Full variable grill, max power 2.7 kW

2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh, 7 chrome shelves, 1 set of
partially extractable telescopic guides

4

HOB:

SPG9075NE
SPG9075P
SPG9075S

NB: See hood section for matching Victoria hoods

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

61 lt

P

9 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

5 full power induction zones
Front left: Ø 180 mm, 1.30 kW (booster 1.40 kW)
Rear left: Ø 210 mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Centre: Ø 270 mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Rear right: Ø 180 mm, 1.30 kW (booster 1.40 kW)
Front right: Ø 210 mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Automatic safety cut-out
Nominal power: 19.4 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified
electrician for ampere requirement

AUXILIARY OVEN: RIGHT
62 lt

Nominal power: 8.3 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please
consult a qualified electrician for ampere requirement

Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 69 litres
Oven NET capacity: 62 litres
Air cooling system
Double glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 9 cooking levels
Side opening door

36 lt

MAIN OVEN: LOWER LEFT

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

KIT1TR9N
KIT1TR9X

2

9

NB: See hood section for matching Victoria hoods

KIT1TR9N
KIT1TR9X

Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 69 litres
Oven NET capacity: 62 litres
Air cooling system
Double glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 9 cooking levels
Side opening door

SPG9075NE
SPG9075P
SPG9075S

GRILL COMPARTMENT: TOP LEFT

2

36 lt

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 36 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Full variable grill, max power 2.7 kW

TR93P

Gloss cream

52

2

TR93IX

St/steel
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TR90P9
COOKER WITH MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

90CM, VICTORIA, TRADITIONAL
GAS HOB, GLOSS BLACK

COOKER WITH MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

COOKERS

VICTORIA

90CM, VICTORIA, TRADITIONAL
GAS HOB, GLOSS CREAM

TR90BL9

MAIN OVEN:

SPG9075NE
SPG9075P
SPG9075S

115 lt

10 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 129 litres
Oven NET capacity: 115 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Double fan
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
Soft close door

KIT1TR9N
KIT1TR9X

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh, 2 chrome shelves,
1 rotisserie kit
Pull out full width storage drawer beneath the oven
HOB:

5 burners
Front left: Rapid 2.90 kW
Rear left: 1.80 kW
Central: Ultra rapid 5.00 kW
Rear right: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG
Nominal power: 3.2 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please
consult a qualified electrician for ampere
requirement
NB: See hood section for matching Victoria
hoods

TR90X9

St/steel

TR90X9
54
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TR62P

TR62IBL
DUAL CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB,

60CM, VICTORIA , TRADITIONAL
HOB, GLOSS BLACK

DUAL CAVITY COOKER WITH INDUCTION

COOKERS

VICTORIA

60CM, VICTORIA, TRADITIONAL
GLOSS CREAM

INDUCTION

MAIN OVEN:
61 lt

HOB: TR62IP & TR62IBL
2

4

P
4 full power induction zones
Front left: Ø 180 mm, 1.85 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Rear left: Ø 180 mm, 1.85 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Rear right: Ø 210 mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.70 kW)
Front right: Ø 145 mm, 1.40 kW (booster 2.20 kW)
Automatic safety cut-out

Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Double glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels

Nominal power: 5.5 kW (TR62P/BL),12.7 kW (TR62IP/IBL)
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrician
for ampere requirement
NB: See hood section for matching Victoria hoods

AUXILIARY OVEN:
35 lt

2

2

4 functions Inc Upper & lower element
Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Double glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels

SPG6075NE
SPG6075P

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 2 grill meshes, 3 chrome shelves, 1 set of
totally extractable telescopic guides
HOB: TR62P & TR62BL

4 burners
Front left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear left: 1.80 kW
Rear right: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

TR62IP

Gloss cream

TR62BL
56
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BU93BL

BU93P
CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB,

GLOSS

90CM, BURGHLEY,

BLACK

THREE CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB,

GLOSS

90CM, BLENHEIM, THREE

CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB,

CREAM

CREAM

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

MAIN OVEN: LOWER LEFT

GLOSS

COOKERS

BURGHLEY & BLENHEIM

90CM, BURGHLEY, THREE

BM93P

MAIN OVEN: LOWER LEFT

6 chrome shelves, 1 extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh

4

61 lt

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

6 chrome shelves, 1 extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh

4

61 lt

HOB:

Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

5 burners
Front left: Rapid 2.90 kW
Rear left: 1.80 kW
Central: Ultra rapid 4.00 kW
Rear right: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

AUXILIARY OVEN: RIGHT
62 lt

2

9

HOB:

Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 68 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door
AUXILIARY OVEN: RIGHT

Nominal power: 7.3 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified
electrician for ampere requirement

62 lt

2

Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 69 litres
Oven NET capacity: 62 litres
Air cooling system
Double glazed removable door
Metal side supports, 9 cooking levels
Side opening door

Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 69 litres
Oven NET capacity: 62 litres
Air cooling system
Double glazed removable door
Metal side supports, 9 cooking levels
Side opening door

GRILL COMPARTMENT: TOP LEFT

GRILL COMPARTMENT: TOP LEFT

35 lt

2

35 lt

SPG9075P
SPG9075NE
Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Full variable grill, max power 2.7 kW

5 burners
Front left: Rapid 2.90 kW
Rear left: 1.80 kW
Centre: Ultra rapid 4.00 kW
Rear right: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

9

Nominal power: 7.3 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified
electrician for ampere requirement

NB: Available whilst stocks last

2
SPG9075P
SPG9075NE

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Full variable grill, max power 2.7 kW
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SYMPHONY
COOKERS

SYMPHONY
The aesthetic style of the Symphony range
conveys the look and feel of a specialist kitchen
in a domestic environment.
Characterised by a contemporary and
distinctive square design, ergonomic control
knobs and stainless steel handles, this range is
a clear extension of the Classic family.

60

61

SYD4110
CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB,

COOKERS

SYMPHONY

110CM, SYMPHONY, FOUR
FINGER FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

MAIN OVEN: TOP RIGHT

Full variable grill, max power 2.7 kW

4

61 lt

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

3 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 2 grill meshes, 5 chrome shelves, 2 sets of
partially extractable telescopic guides

7 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

Storage drawer: Lower right - Internal dimensions: H160 X W375 X D390mm
HOB:

7 burners
Left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Front left: 1.00 kW
Rear left: Rapid 2.90 kW
Front centre: Rapid 2.90 kW
Rear centre: 1.00 kW
Front right: 1.80 kW
Rear right: 1.80 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

AUXILIARY OVEN: LOWER LEFT

4

61 lt

KITS110X8

7 functions Inc Upper & lower element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

Nominal power: 8.4 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrician for
ampere requirement
NB: See hood section for matching Symphony hoods

GRILL COMPARTMENT: TOP LEFT
36 lt

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 36 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels

2

SYD4110BL

Gloss black

SYD4110BL
62
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SYD4110IBL

CAVITY COOKER WITH INDUCTION HOB,

COOKERS

SYMPHONY

110CM, SYMPHONY, FOUR
GLOSS BLACK

INDUCTION

MAIN OVEN: TOP RIGHT

Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Full variable grill, max power 2.7 kW

4

61 lt

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

3 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 2 grill meshes, 5 chrome shelves, 2 sets of
partially extractable telescopic guides

7 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

Storage drawer: Lower right - Internal dimensions: H160 X W375 X D390mm
HOB:

P
5 full power induction zones
Front left: Ø 180 mm, 1.30 kW (booster 1.40 kW)
Rear left: Ø 210 mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Centre: Ø 270 mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Rear right: Ø 210 mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Front right: Ø 180 mm, 1.30 kW (booster 1.40 kW)
Automatic safety cut-out

AUXILIARY OVEN: LOWER LEFT

4

61 lt

Nominal power: 19.5 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrician for
ampere requirement

7 functions Inc Upper & Lower element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

NB: See hood section for matching Symphony hoods

GRILL COMPARTMENT: TOP LEFT
36 lt

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 36 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass

KITS110X8

2

SYD4110I

St/steel

SYD4110I
64
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SY93

SY93BL
CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB,

90CM, SYMPHONY, THREE

CAVITY COOKER WITH GAS HOB,

GLOSS

SY93IBL

INDUCTION

90CM, SYMPHONY, THREE

CAVITY COOKER WITH INDUCTION HOB,

ST/

INDUCTION

BLACK

STEEL

90CM, SYMPHONY, THREE
GLOSS BLACK

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

MAIN OVEN: LOWER LEFT

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

CAVITY COOKER WITH INDUCTION HOB,

COOKERS

SYMPHONY

90CM, SYMPHONY, THREE
FINGER FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

SY93I

MAIN OVEN: LOWER LEFT

2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh, 7 chrome shelves, 1 set of
partially extractable telescopic guides

4

61 lt

2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh, 7 chrome shelves, 1 set of
partially extractable telescopic guides

4

61 lt

HOB:

HOB:

P
6 burners
Front left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear left: 1.00 kW
Front centre: 1.00 kW
Rear centre: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.80 kW
Rear right: 2.90 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

9 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

Nominal power: 8.3 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrician
for ampere requirement

AUXILIARY OVEN: RIGHT
62 lt

2

9

Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 69 litres
Oven NET capacity: 62 litres
Air cooling system
Double glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 9 cooking levels
Side opening door

Nominal power: 19.4 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrician
for ampere requirement

AUXILIARY OVEN: RIGHT
62 lt

2

9

Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 69 litres
Oven NET capacity: 62 litres
Air cooling system
Double glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 9 cooking levels
Side opening door

KITC9X

GRILL COMPARTMENT: TOP LEFT
36 lt

5 full power induction zones
Front left: Ø 180 mm, 1.30 kW (booster 1.40 kW)
Rear left: Ø 210 mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Centre: Ø 270 mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Rear right: Ø 180 mm, 1.30 kW (booster 1.40 kW)
Front right: Ø 210 mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Automatic safety cut-out

9 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 68 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels
Side opening door

2

GRILL COMPARTMENT: TOP LEFT
36 lt

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 36 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Full variable grill, max power 2.7 kW

KITC9X

2

Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 36 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels
Full variable grill, max power 2.7 kW
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SY92PX9

SY92IPX9

PYROLYTIC

90CM, SYMPHONY DUAL CAVITY COOKER WITH PYROLYTIC
OVEN & INDUCTION HOB, FINGER FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

PYROLYTIC MULTIFUNCTION

MULTIFUNCTION

C7GPX9

PYROLYTIC

70CM, SYMPHONY COOKER WITH
HOB, FINGER FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

PYROLYTIC MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

GAS

COOKERS

SYMPHONY

90CM, SYMPHONY DUAL CAVITY COOKER WITH
OVEN & GAS HOB, FINGER FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

PYROLYTIC & INDUCTION

MAIN OVEN:
70 lt

HOB: SY92PX9

MAIN OVEN:

4

70 lt

6 burners
Front left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear left: 1.00 kW
Front centre: 1.00 kW
Rear centre: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.80 kW
Rear right: Rapid 3.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

10 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres
Touch display
Eclipse glass
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Quadruple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Pyrolytic cleaning function
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels

HOB: SY92IPX9

P

AUXILIARY OVEN:
35 lt

5 full power induction zones
Front left: Ø 210mm, 2.10 kW (booster 2.30 kW)
Rear left: Ø 210mm, 1.60 kW (booster 1.85 kW)
Centre: Ø 270mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Rear right: Ø 180mm, 1.20 kW (booster 1.40 kW)
Front right: Ø 210mm, 2.30 kW (booster 3.00 kW)
Automatic safety cut-out

4

4 functions inc upper & lower element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 36 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels

Nominal power: 5.20 kW (SY92PX9), 15.40 kW (SY92IPX9)
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrican
for ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

1 extra deep tray (40mm deep), 2 grill meshes, 3 chrome shelves,
1 set of partially extractable telescopic guides, 1 baking tray,
Storage compartment beneath the oven
Silver feet and black plinth provided

4

10 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres
Touch display
Eclipse glass
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Quadruple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Pyrolytic cleaning function
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

1 extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh, 2 chrome shelves,
1 set of partially extractable telescopic guides
Storage compartment beneath the oven
Silver feet
HOB:

5 burners
Front left: 1.00 kW
Rear left: 1.80 kW
Centre: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear right: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

KITC7X

Nominal power: 3.00 kW
13 Amp power supply required

KITC9X
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SY62MX9

SY6CPX9
WITH DOUBLE OVEN

&

GAS HOB,

60CM, SYMPHONY COOKER WITH PYROLYTIC
CERAMIC HOB, FINGER FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

COOKERS

SYMPHONY

60CM, SYMPHONY COOKER
FINGER FRIENDLY ST/STEEL

PYROLYTIC

MAIN OVEN:

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

4

61 lt

MAIN OVEN:

1 roasting/grill pan (20mm deep), 2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 2 grill
meshes, 1 set of partially extractable telescopic guides, 2 chrome shelves

70 lt

4

HOB:

4 burners
Front left: Ultra rapid 4.20 kW
Rear left: 1.80 kW
Rear right: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

7 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Other functions: Defrost by time
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Touch display
Eclipse glass
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels

Nominal power: 5.5 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrican
for ampere requirement

AUXILIARY OVEN:
35 lt

2

10 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres
Touch display
Eclipse glass
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Quadruple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Pyrolytic cleaning function
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

1 extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh, 2 chrome shelves,
1 set of partially extractable telescopic guides
Storage compartment beneath the oven
Silver feet and black plinth provided

2

HOB:

4 functions Inc Upper & lower element
Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Double glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels

4 high-light radiant zones
Front left: Ø 120/210 mm, 0.75/2.20 kW
Rear left: Ø 140 mm, 1.20 kW
Rear right: Ø 265 X 170 mm, 2.20 kW
Front right: Ø 180 mm, 1.80 kW
Nominal power: 10.4 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrician
for ampere requirements

KITC6X

KITC6X
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CONCERT
COOKERS

CONCERT
The Concert collection has a distinctive design
with softly rounded top, flat cast iron pan
stands, solid stylish doors, and Classic controls
and handles.
These appliances are practical, easy to use
and produce great results whilst looking good
in your kitchen.
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SUK92MX9-1
COOKER WITH MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

90CM, CONCERT, DUAL
GAS HOB, GLOSS BLACK

SUK92CBL9
CAVITY COOKER WITH MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

90CM, CONCERT, DUAL CAVITY
CERAMIC HOB, GLOSS BLACK

SUK92CMX9
COOKER WITH MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

90CM, CONCERT, DUAL
CERAMIC HOB, ST/STEEL

CAVITY COOKER WITH MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

COOKERS

CONCERT

90CM, CONCERT, DUAL CAVITY
GAS HOB, STAINLESS STEEL

SUK92MBL9-1

MAIN OVEN:

HOB:

70 lt

HOB:

70 lt

5 burners
Front left: Rapid 3.00 kW
Rear left: 1.80 kW
Centre: Ultra rapid 3.50 kW
Rear right: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

7 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels

Nominal power: 4.8 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrician
for ampere requirement

AUXILIARY OVEN:
35 lt

MAIN OVEN:

7 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels

Nominal power: 14.1 kW
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrician
for ampere requirement

AUXILIARY OVEN:
35 lt

4

5 radiant 'high-light' zones
Front left: Ø 140 mm, 1.20 kW
Rear left: Ø 200 mm, 2.00 kW
Centre: Ø 170 x 265 mm oval, 1.40 - 2.20 kW
Rear right: Ø 120/210 mm, 0.7 - 2.00 kW
Front right: Ø 140 mm, 1.20 kW
Automatic safety cut-out

4

4 functions Inc Upper & lower element
Oven GROSS capacity: 36 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels

4 functions Inc Upper & lower element
Oven GROSS capacity: 36 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

KIT90X

1 roasting/grill pan (20mm deep), 1 baking tray, 1 extra deep tray
(40mm deep), 2 grill meshes, 2 chrome shelves, 1 set of partially
extractable telescopic guides

1 roasting/grill pan (20mm deep), 1 extra deep tray (40mm deep),
2 grill meshes, 2 chrome shelves, 1 baking tray,

KIT90X

Storage compartment beneath the oven
Silver feet and black plinth provided

Storage compartment beneath the oven
St/steel feet and black plinth provided

SUK92P-9

Gloss Cream

NB: Available whilst stocks
last
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SUK91MFX9
WITH MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

GAS HOB,

90CM, CONCERT, COOKER
HOB, ST/STEEL

WITH MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

CERAMIC

COOKERS

CONCERT

90CM, CONCERT, COOKER
ST/STEEL

SUK91CMX9

MAIN OVEN:

HOB: SY91CMX9

115 lt

5 radiant 'high-light' zones
Front left: Ø 140 mm, 1.20 kW
Rear left: Ø 200 mm, 2.00 kW
Centre: Ø 170 x 265 mm oval, 1.40 - 2.20 kW
Rear right: Ø 120/210 mm, 0.70 - 2.00 kW
Front right: Ø 140 mm, 1.20 kW
Automatic safety cut-out

9 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 129 litres
Oven NET capacity: 115 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Double fan
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels

Nominal power: 3.2 kW (SUK91MFX9/MBL9), 11.8 kW (SUK91CMX9)
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrician
for ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

1 roasting/grill pan (20mm deep), 1 extra deep tray (40mm deep),
2 chrome shelves, 1 rotisserie kit
Storage compartment beneath the oven
HOB: SUK91MFX9 & SUK91MBL9

5 burners
Front left: Rapid 2.90 kW
Rear left: 1.80 kW
Centre: Ultra rapid 4.00 kW
Rear right: 1.80 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

KIT90X9-1

SUK91MBL9

Gloss Black

SUK91MBL9
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SUK62MX8
COOKER WITH DOUBLE OVEN

&

GAS HOB,

ST/STEEL

60CM, CONCERT, COOKER

SUK61PX8

STEEL

60CM, CONCERT, COOKER
GAS HOB, ST/STEEL

HOB: SUK62MX8 & SUK62MBL8

MAIN OVEN:

WITH DOUBLE OVEN

&

CERAMIC HOB,

ST/

SUK61MX9

PYROLYTIC
WITH MULTIFUNCTION PYROLYTIC OVEN

&

60CM, CONCERT, COOKER
ST/STEEL

WITH MULTIFUNCTION OVEN

&

GAS HOB,

COOKERS

CONCERT

60CM, CONCERT,

SUK62CMX8

MAIN OVEN:
61 lt

2

4

70 lt

4 burners
Front left: Ultra rapid 3.50 kW
Rear left: 1.75 kW
Rear right: 1.75 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 70 litres
Oven NET capacity: 61 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Double glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 4 cooking levels

HOB: SUK62CMX8

AUXILIARY OVEN:
35 lt

2

2

4 radiant 'high-light' zones
Front left: Ø 120 - 210mm, 0.75 - 1.45 kW
Rear left: Ø 140mm, 1.20 kW
Rear right: Ø 170 x 265mm oval, 2.20 kW
Front right: Ø 180mm, 1.80 kW
Automatic safety cut-out

4 functions Inc Upper & lower element
Oven GROSS capacity: 41 litres
Oven NET capacity: 35 litres
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Double glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Metal side supports, 2 cooking levels

Nominal power: 5.5 kW (SUK62MX8/MBL8), 12.90 kW (SUK62CMX8)
Supply can vary depending on usage, please consult a qualified electrican
for ampere requirement

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

2 extra deep trays (40mm deep), 2 grill meshes, 2 chrome shelves

KIT60X

MAIN OVEN:
4

10 functions Inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Quadruple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Pyrolytic cleaning function
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels

70 lt

6 functions inc Circulaire element with fan
Oven GROSS capacity: 79 litres
Oven NET capacity: 70 litres
Digital electronic clock/programmer
Air cooling system
Closed door grilling
Triple glazed removable door
Removable inner door glass
Vapor clean function
Metal side supports, 5 cooking levels

KIT60PX

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

1 roasting/grill pan (20mm deep),
1 extra deep tray (40mm deep),
1 grill mesh, 1 chrome shelf

1 extra deep tray (40mm deep), 1 grill mesh, 1 chrome shelf
Storage compartment beneath the oven
Silver feet & black plinth provided

Storage compartment beneath the oven
Silver feet & black plinth provided

KIT60X

HOB:

HOB:

4 burners
Front left: Ultra rapid 3.50 kW
Rear left: 1.75 kW
Rear right: 1.75 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

4 burners
Front left: Ultra rapid 3.50 kW
Rear left: 1.75 kW
Rear right: 1.75 kW
Front right: 1.00 kW
Heavy duty cast iron pan stands
Automatic electronic ignition
Safety valves
Adaptable for LPG

Nominal power: 2.90 kW
13 Amp power supply required

Nominal power: 3.0 kW
13 Amp power supply required

SUK62MBL8

SUK61MBL9

Gloss black

Black
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BGCPF9

BGTR4110

PRTX

PPR2

PALPZ

CAST IRON RIBBED GRIDDLE

CAST IRON RIBBED GRIDDLE

CAST IRON RIBBED GRIDDLE

PIZZA STONE WITH HANDLES

UNIVERSAL PIZZA STONE

PIZZA SHOVEL

The GC120 can replaced a pan stand on Opera
120cm & 150cm dual fuel range cookers to
provide a griddle plate.

The BGCPF9 can replace a pan stand on 90cm
Portofino range cookers with gas hob top. Also
available BG6090-1 Suitable for Blenheim
cookers.

The BGTR4110 can replace a pan stand on
110cm Victoria or Symphony cookers with gas
hob tops. Also available BGTR9 for 90cm and
100cm Victoria cookers.

Refractory pizza stone with handles suitable for
use with ovens where the bottom of the cavity is
embossed.

Rectangular pizza stone without handles for 60cm
cookers. Also available PPR9 for 90cm cookers.

Pizza shovel with fold away handle.

TPKX

TPKCPF9

TPKTR

GTA-6

GT1T-2

PR7A2

TEPPANYAKI GRILL PLATE

TEPPANYAKI GRILL PLATE

TEPPANYAKI GRILL PLATE

3 LEVEL TELESCOPIC SHELF SET

PAIR OF FULLY EXTRACTABLE TELESCOPIC GUIDES

PLATE WARMING RACK

(1 LEVEL)

Stainless Steel grill plate designed for cooking
Teppanyaki dishes. Suitable for all Opera cookers
with gas hob tops.

Stainless Steel and cast iron grill plate designed for
cooking Teppanyaki dishes. Suitable for 90cm
Portofino cookers with gas hob tops.

TBX6090

WOKGHU

TEPPANYAKI GRILL PLATE

CAST IRON WOK SUPPORT

The TBX6090 is a Stainless Steel grill plate,
designed for cooking Teppanyaki dishes. Suitable
for Symphony and Concert cookers with cast iron
pan stands.

The WOKGHU offers additional stability when
using a wok. Suitable for most cookers.

80

Stainless Steel and cast iron grill plate designed for
cooking Teppanyaki dishes. Suitable for Victoria
cookers. Also available PPX6090-1 Suitable for
Blenheim and Burghley cookers.

Telescopic shelf set with 3 levels suitable for use
with A3-81 and A5-81 (left oven only).

Pair of fully extractable telescopic guides suitable
for use on some ovens with metal side supports.
Also available GT1P-2 - Pair of partially extractable
telescopic guides (1 level).

81

The PR7A2 is a chrome 7-plate warming
rack which fits the small oven in the A2 and
SUK92 range cooker.

ACCESSORIES

GC120

KIT1TR103

KIT1TR9X

110CM TRADITIONAL SPLASHBACK

100CM TRADITIONAL SPLASHBACK

90CM TRADITIONAL SPLASHBACK

110cm splashback for TR4110 cookers, Black.
Also available in Stainless Steel - KIT1TR41X.

100cm splashback for TR103 cookers, Black.

90cm splashback for TR93 cookers, Stainless steel.
Also available in Black - KIT1TR9N.
ACCESSORIES

KIT1TR41N

GLASS SPLASHBACKS
A number of eye-catching glass splashbacks are included in the Smeg range, that are available in a wide choice of inspiring colours and
sizes to enhance the diverse range of appliances.
Splashbacks are a practical addition to any kitchen as they are easy to clean, with no grout lines to collect dirt or grease. They are also a
very cost effective alternative to tiles that are simple and easy to install and result in a smooth and seamless finish.
The table shows the various colours and dimensions available.
SPLASHBACKS
DIMENSIONS

60CM W
x 75CM H

75CM W
x 75CM H

90CM W
x 75CM H

100cm W x
75cm H

110CM W
x 75CM H

Glass colour

MODELS NOs

MODELS NOs

MODELS NOs

MODELS NOs

MODELS NOs

BLACK

SPG6075NE

SPG9075NE

SPG10075NE

SPG110NE

CREAM

SPG6075P

SPG9075P

SPG10075P

SPG110P

RED

SPG6075R

SPG9075R

PASTEL BLUE

SPG6075AZ

SPG9075AZ

LIME

SPG6075VE

SPG9075VE

SILVER

SPG6075S

SPG7575S

SPG9075S

NB: Red, pastel blue, lime and silver glass splashbacks shown in the table above will only be available whilst stocks last.

KT110BLE
KIT1TR41N
TR4110GR
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MICROWAVES

MICROWAVES
The first of its kind, the Smeg freestanding
microwave offers elegant design and
outstanding performance.
Inverter technology provides great time and
energy savings.
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MOE34CXIUK
COMBINATION MICROWAVE OVEN WITH INVERTER
TECHNOLOGY, ST/STEEL

34 lt

g

STANDARD ACCESSORIES:

For a full list of accessories included please see
www.smeguk.com
GROSS capacity: 35 litres
NET capacity: 34 litres

INVERTER TECHNOLOGY

MICROWAVES

10 functions
10 automatic programmes
40 preset recipes
Inverter technology
Electronic timer
Tilting Grill
Grill: 1100 W
Microwave Output Power: 1100 W
St/Steel interior
Combination Microwave
Air cooling system
Automatic calculation of defrosting by time or weight
Child Safety Lock

This microwave uses Inverter technology which
provides continuous and precise emissions
of microwaves, so it is possible to cook and
defrost food in a more gradual and consistent
way, producing a difference you can really
taste!
Non-inverter microwaves use pulsing power
control which turns the microwaves on-off,
whilst Inverter technology provides continuous
microwaves at precise temperatures so there
are no abrupt temperature peaks, more
accurate temperature control is possible, and
taste, nutrients and vitamins are well preserved.
The continuous flow of microwaves (at a
precise power level) speeds up cooking,
defrosting and re-heating programmes, making
this microwave approximately 30% quicker
than a standard one.

MOE34CXIUK
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HOODS

HOODS
Hoods play an important role in the
kitchen, both aesthetic and functional.
Designed to offer the best combination of
style and performance, Smeg hoods reflect
the elegance of all Smeg aesthetic lines.
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AESTHETIC RANGE

FEATURES AT A GLANCE

unique styles

interpreting needs

Smeg hoods are reliable and functional and are available in a variety of finishes and styles, a selection
of which have been shown in this brochure, designed to co-ordinate with your Smeg cooker as well as
other appliances within the Smeg range. For the full range visit www.smeguk.com

At the design stage, attention to detail in terms of style is combined with technical development which
ensures that Smeg hoods will operate as quietly as possible, whilst achieving excellent extraction
performances.
All Smeg hoods now include energy efficient LED lights. These lights are long lasting,
save money and perfectly illuminate the work surface below. They can be switched on
regardless of the fans, and used simply to create ambience lighting in the kitchen.
A large number of hoods in the range have an energy efficiency class of A+.

TURBO FUNCTION

A special setting switches Intensive/Turbo setting is
off both the extraction and available when extra fast
the lights, after a predefined extraction is required.
time, during which the hood
keeps on puritying the air
until it turns off automatically.

WARNING LIGHTS

Warning lights let you know
when filters need to be
changed.

OPERA
PORTOFINO

VICTORIA

RETRO

Most Smeg hoods can operate in either a ducted or recirculation mode. The best extraction
performance is achieved in the ducted mode, the preferred choice wherever possible.

DUCTED HOOD

RECIRCULATED HOOD

Extracts the cooking fumes
and expels them outside,
using a vent kit (available as
an accessory). The diameter
of the ducting hose should
match the vent outlet of the
hood.

Extracts the cooking fumes
and passes them through
active charcoal filters
(available as an accessory),
recirculating the cleaned air
back into the room.

Further information on vent
kits can be found in the
Glossary section.
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HOODS

AUTOMATIC SWITCH-OFF

KD120HXE

KD100HXE

KD90HXE

150CM, OPERA, CHIMNEY HOOD, STAINLESS STEEL

120CM, OPERA, CHIMNEY HOOD, STAINLESS STEEL

100CM, OPERA, CHIMNEY HOOD, STAINLESS STEEL

90CM, OPERA, CHIMNEY HOOD, STAINLESS STEEL

No. of speeds

I

II

III

INT

No. of speeds

I

II

III

INT

No. of speeds

I

II

III

INT

No. of speeds

I

II

III

INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591

292

415

626

787

Extraction rate IEC 61591

287

389

606

777

Extraction rate IEC 61591

297

431

639

792

Extraction rate IEC 61591

288

421

630

781

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

49

58

67

72

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

49

58

67

73

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

49

58

67

72

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

48

63

67

72

1 high performance motor, 275W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive
4 x 1W LED lights
5 st/steel grease filters (dishwasher safe)
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 279W

1 high performance motor, 275W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive
4 x 4W LED lights
4 st/steel grease filters (dishwasher safe)
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 179W

1 high performance motor, 275W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
3 st/steel grease filters (dishwasher safe)
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 277W

1 high performance motor, 275W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
3 st/steel grease filters (dishwasher safe)
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 277W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Charcoal filter: FLT6

Charcoal filter: FLT6

Charcoal filter: FLT6

Charcoal filter: FLT6

KD100HNE
Black
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HOODS

KD150HXE

KPF12T

KPF12WH

KPF12X

120CM, PORTOFINO, CHIMNEY HOOD, TURQUOISE

WHITE

STAINLESS STEEL

KPF12RD

KPF12BL

RED

BLACK

I

II

III

INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591

287

389

606

777

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

49

58

67

73

HOODS

No. of speeds

1 high performance motor, 275W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive
4 x 4W LED lights
4 st/steel grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 280W
Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm
Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A
OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

Charcoal filter: FLT6
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KPF9RD

KPF9OG

KPF9YW

KPF9OR

90CM, PORTOFINO, CHIMNEY HOOD, RED

OLIVE GREEN

YELLOW

ORANGE

KPF9WH

KPF9X

KPF9AN

WHITE

STAINLESS STEEL

ANTHRACITE

I

II

III

INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591

288

421

630

781

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

48

63

67

72

HOODS

No. of speeds

1 high performance motor, 275W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 2W LED lights
3 st/steel grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 277W
Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm
Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A
OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

KPF9BL

Charcoal filter: FLT6

BLACK
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KT110BLE

KT100PE

KTR90XE

110CM, VICTORIA, CHIMNEY HOOD, GLOSS BLACK

100CM, VICTORIA, CHIMNEY HOOD, GLOSS CREAM

90CM, VICTORIA, CHIMNEY HOOD, STAINLESS STEEL

I

II

III

INT

No. of speeds

I

II

III

INT

No. of speeds

I

II

III

INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591

326

439

554

784

Extraction rate IEC 61591

334

424

606

787

Extraction rate IEC 61591

334

439

567

788

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

49

57

63

71

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

51

58

64

73

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

49

57

61

69

1 high performance motor, 275W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
4 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 278W

1 high performance motor, 275W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 2W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 277W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A

Charcoal filter: FLT6

Charcoal filter: FLT6

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

HOODS

No. of speeds

1 high performance motor, 275W
2 controls
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 278W
Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Charcoal filter: FLT6

KT110PE

KTR110XE

KT110BE

KT100BLE

Gloss Cream

Stainless Steel

Gloss White

Gloss Black

NB: Available whilst
stocks last
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KT90BLE

KT90BE

KT90PE

Gloss Black

Gloss White

Gloss Cream

NB: Available whilst
stocks last
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KFAB75CR

KFAB75BL

75CM, 50'S RETO STYLE, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD, GLOSS RED

75CM, 50'S RETO STYLE, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD, GLOSS CREAM

75CM, 50'S RETO STYLE, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD, GLOSS BLACK

KFAB75WH

KFAB75UJ

75CM, 50'S RETO STYLE, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD, GLOSS WHITE

75CM, 50'S RETO STYLE, ANGLED CHIMNEY HOOD, SPECIAL EDITION UNION JACK

No. of speeds

I

II

III

INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591

333

477

649

797

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

50

59

67

72

HOODS

KFAB75RD

RECIRCULATION MODE ONLY
1 high performance motor, 280W
Electronic buttons
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
3 st/steel grease filters (dishwasher safe)
Charcoal filters included

Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal recirculation only
Remote control included

Nominal power: 282W
Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 650mm
Fluid dynamic efficiency class: A
Grease filtering efficiency class: E
Lighting efficiency class: A
OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

Charcoal filter: FLTSI
CHIMNEY EXTENSIONS CAN BE PURCHASED FOR AESTHETIC REASONS ONLY:

KITCMNFABBL (KFAB75BL, BLACK)
KITCMNFABCR (KFAB75CR, CREAM)
KITCMNFABRD (KFAB75RD, RED)
KITCMNFABWH (KFAB75WH, WHITE)
N.B.: Technical drawing with chimney extension.

N.B.: Technical drawing without chimney extension.
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KS110XE

110CM, SYMPHONY , CHIMNEY HOOD, GLOSS BLACK

110CM, SYMPHONY , CHIMNEY HOOD, STAINLESS STEEL

No. of speeds

I

II

III

INT

Extraction rate IEC 61591

295

395

513

702

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

51

58

64

72

HOODS

KS110BLE

1 high performance motor, 275W
Electronic controls
3 speeds, plus intensive
2 x 1W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Automatic switch off (10 minute timer) for each speed
Filter cleaning/replacement indicator
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 278W
Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm
Fluid dynamic efficiency class: B
Grease filtering efficiency class: C
Lighting efficiency class: A
OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

Charcoal filter: FLT4

KS110XE
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KSED95NEE

KSED75XE

KSED65XE

90CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, GLOSS BLACK

70CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, STAINLESS STEEL

60CM, CHIMNEY HOOD, STAINLESS STEEL

I

II

III

No. of speeds

I

II

III

No. of speeds

I

II

III

Extraction rate IEC 61591

328

420

588

Extraction rate IEC 61591

351

420

635

Extraction rate IEC 61591

351

420

635

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

50

57

65

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

53

57

67

Noise level IEC 60704-2-13

53

57

67

1 high performance motor, 200W
Slider controls
3 speeds
2 x 1W LED lights
3 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 202W

HOODS

No. of speeds

1 high performance motor, 200W
Slider controls
3 speeds
2 x 1W LED lights
2 aluminium grease filters
Internal re-circulation possible
Vent outlet Ø 150 mm
Nominal power: 202W

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Min clearance required when installing above electric hobs: 650mm
Min clearance required when installing above gas hobs: 750mm

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: B
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A
OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

KSED75XE

Charcoal filter: FLT6

Fluid dynamic efficiency class: B
Grease filtering efficiency class: D
Lighting efficiency class: A
OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

Charcoal filter: FLT6

KSED95XE

KSED95PE

Stainless Steel

Gloss Cream

KSED95NEE
KSED95XE
KSED95PE

KSED65PE

KSED65NEE

KSED65BE

Gloss Cream

Gloss Black

White

NB: Available whilst stocks last
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REFRIGERATION
All Smeg fridges are designed to enhance
REFRIGERATION

the environment they inhabit. Their lines,
colours and materials blend beautifully with
other furniture, lending a touch of style and
prestige.
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UNMISTAKABLE DESIGN

exuding technology and style

fabulous 50’s retro style

Smeg fridges are more than just a commodity, freestanding refrigeration models are available in a vast
range of styles, from contemporary stainless steel to bold retro aesthetics. They bring originality and
personality to make a statement in any kitchen.

The iconic Smeg FAB refrigeration range combines good looks with high-performance technology. With
beautiful bold finishes and soft round curves reminiscent of 1950’s retro design, there are many colour
options; choose from delicate pastel hues, striking bold colours or unique special edition designs. Six
size options are available, from the ultra spacious FAB50 down to the petite proportions of the FAB5
minibar.

LUXURY

4 DOOR

REFRIGERATION

SMEG REFRIGERATION

FRENCH DOOR

NEW SPECIAL EDITIONS
A number of FAB28 special edition models have been added to the range in Ruby Red, Taupe and Emerald Green colourways. Each has an
exquisite “soft touch” feel.
Smeg’s latest collaboration is with Disney, celebrating Mickey Mouse’s 90th anniversary with the creation of a special edition FAB28 with
Disney’s most iconic character proudly displayed on the front. This is the 2nd design of its kind, following the success of the 90 limited edition
pieces launched in 2018.

DOUBLE DOOR

SINGLE DOOR
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SUPERB CRAFTSMANSHIP

EXTENDING REFRIGERATION SPACE

attention to details

ingenious storage solutions
Large capacity refrigerators are often in demand in today’s busy world. Smeg offers French door or
extra wide styles with plenty of storage. Some individual models can even be positioned side by side to
create this effect.

The FAB32, FAB30, FAB28
and even FAB5 refrigeration
ranges have all been
transformed internally with
many improvements.
NEW FINISHES

Chrome finishes have been
applied to balcony doors,
shelves, and drawers,
providing a premium
aesthetic.

LED INTERIOR LIGHTING

Bright LED light strips have
been applied to both sides of
the fridge to provide optimal
illumination and total visibility
of the interior. These are
more energy efficient and
longer lasting than traditional
bulbs.

NATURAL
PLUS

NATURAL PLUS BLU
LIGHT

LIFE PLUS DRAWERS

The unique lighting system
increases the storage time of
fruits and vegetables.

Kept within the controlled
temperature of 0°C,
perishable foods can be
preserved for longer.

0
LIFE PLUS DRAWER

The addition of a life plus
0°C drawer, provides a
compartment for preserving
perishable foods for longer
such as fish, cheese and
meat, at a controlled
temperature of 0°C, helping
to reduce food waste.
Both the life plus 0°C drawer
and the fruit and vegetable
drawer are secured on
telescopic rails, allowing
the drawers to slide in and
out with ease, useful when
needing to add or remove
food.
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POWER SAVING MODE

The FAB32’s feature a new
digital electronic control
panel with crisp white LED’s
and provides more accurate
temperature monitoring. It
includes a power saving
mode, allowing you to turn
off the fridge section whilst
keeping the freezer active, a
useful feature to save energy
when on holiday.

MULTIZONE

This interchangeable
compartment can be used
as either a fridge or freezer.

The FQ55FX1 French
door model has the
convenience of the extra
wide refrigeration space at
the top, together with the
features of the 4 door version, but the
freezer space is instead divided between
two drawers.

The FQ60 4-door model
is truly versatile, with its
spacious and well featured
refrigeration compartment
at the top and the option
of two freezer sections below, or an
extra refrigeration space at the lower
right if less freezer space is needed.

Both drawers are equipped with dividers
to assist in the organisation of the food,
so their contents are displayed at a
glance.

The freezer includes a manual ice making
facility, however on the FQ60X2PEAI it
is automatic, so no plumbing is required!
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REFRIGERATION

ICE MAKER

Very useful for creating ice
cubes for everyday drinks
or parties. Most models
with icemakers are manual,
however the FQ60X2PEAI
has an automatic icemaker,
requiring no plumbing!

TAILOR-MADE PROFESSIONAL CONSERVATION

a wine enthusiasts dream
Smeg presents wine coolers developed for conserving fine wines and impressing guests. Equipped with
spacious shelves finished in untreated wood, they store different shapes and sizes of bottles, from classic
Bordeaux blends to Magnums.

TRUE ICONS

a beautiful collaboration between two
Italian style icons

PERFECT PRESERVATION

Smeg wine coolers are finished
with UV ray resistant glass which
protect against harmful UV rays
that can damage the quality of the
wine. This together with a motor/
compressor designed with particular
care, preserves bottles from harmful
vibrations and ensures they remain
completely still.

The Smeg500 is more than just a fridge, its unique style combines good looks with high performance technology. An extraordinary
refrigerator for the homes of avid collectors, or a fashionable lounge bar perfect for serving drinks.

The WF366RDX wine cooler shown
on the left features a versatile
Multizone compartment underneath.
This interchangeable section can be
used as a freezer, fridge or 0°C
compartment depending on your
storage needs.
This luxury wine cooler can be
easily combined with a luxury
refrigerator by using a linking kit
(REFLKA1).

CONTROLS ON THE EXTERIOR

You can set the temperature without
opening the door on the SCV115A,
preventing changes in the internal
temperature.
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REFRIGERATION

MAXIMUM CAPACITY

The SCV115A/AS shown on the
right can hold up to 197 standard
75cl bottles, with some shelves
removed, and bottles stored facing
front and back.

FROST FREE
FAB50RPB
50'S RETRO STYLE, REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER, PASTEL BLUE

FAB50RRD

FAB50RBL

FAB50RSV

Red

Black

Silver

FAB50RPG

FAB50RCR

FAB50RWH

Pastel green

Cream

White

REFRIGERATION

0

Gross capacity: 467 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 44 dB(A) re 1 pW
REFRIGERATOR:

Fresh food capacity: 343 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
3 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Comprehensive door storage
Also includes 2 x egg holders, 1 small and 1 large storage box
FREEZER:

Frozen food capacity: 97 litres
1 shelf
Internal manual ice maker
Fast freezing compartment
LED light in freezer
Completely frost free
Annual energy consumption: 300 KWh
Climatic class: N-T
Freezing capacity: 5.5 Kg/h
Thaw time: 10 hrs
Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Polypropylene & Aluminium foil
All codes shown are right hand hinged. For the left hand hinged version
replace “R” in the code with “L”. ie FAB50LPB

When positioning these appliances next to an adjacent wall or kitchen unit
gap of 200mm must be left on the hinged side of the product to allow the
door to open.
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FROST FREE
FAB32RCR3UK
50'S RETRO STYLE, REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER, CREAM

FAB32RBL3UK

FAB32RWH3UK

Red

Black

White

0
REFRIGERATION

4Kg

FAB32RRD3UK

Gross capacity: 350 litres
Power saving mode
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 37 dB(A) re 1 pW
REFRIGERATOR:

FAB32RPK3UK

FAB32RPG3UK

FAB32RPB3UK

Pink

Pastel green

Pastel blue

Fresh food capacity: 234 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
1 Life plus zone 0°C drawer
1 fruit and vegetable drawer
Comprehensive door storage
FREEZER:

Frozen food capacity: 97 litres
3 drawers
Fast freezing compartment
Completely frost free
Annual energy consumption: 178 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 6kg/24h
Thaw time: 40 hrs
Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Polypropylene & Aluminium foil
All codes shown are right hand hinged. For the left hand hinged version
replace “R” in the code with “L”. ie FAB32LCR3UK

FAB32RLI3
When positioning these appliances adjacent to a wall or kitchen unit a gap
of 175mm must be left on the hinged side of the product to allow the door
to open.

NB: All products will come with a UK plug even when the code does not
include UK
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Lime Green *right hand version only
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FAB30RWH3UK
50'S RETRO STYLE, REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER, WHITE

FAB30RCR3UK

FAB30RBL3UK

Cream

Black

FAB30RPB3UK

FAB30RPG3UK

FAB30RPK3

Pastel blue

Pastel green

Pink

FAB30RLI3

FAB30ROR3

FAB30RBE3

0
REFRIGERATION

4Kg

FAB30RRD3UK
Red

Gross capacity: 298 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 31 dB(A) re 1 pW
REFRIGERATOR:

Fresh food capacity: 222 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
1 fruit and vegetable drawer
Comprehensive door storage

Lime Green *right hand version only

Orange

Blue *right hand version only

FREEZER:

Frozen food capacity: 72 litres
1 fixed wire shelf
Annual energy consumption: 156 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 4 Kg/h
Thaw time: 30 hrs
Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Polypropylene & Aluminium foil
All codes shown are right hand hinged. For the left hand hinged version
replace “R” in the code with “L”. ie FAB30LWH3UK
NB: All products will come with a UK plug even when the code does not
include UK

FAB30RSV3
When positioning these appliances adjacent to a wall or kitchen unit a gap
of 175mm must be left on the hinged side of the product to allow the door
to open
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Silver
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FAB28RRD3UK
50'S RETRO STYLE, REFRIGERATOR WITH ICE COMPARTMENT, RED

FAB28RPB3UK

FAB28RPK3UK

Cream

Pastel blue

Pink

FAB28RPG3UK

FAB28RYW3UK

FAB28RWH3UK

Pastel green

Yellow

White

FAB28RSV3UK

FAB28RBL3UK

FAB28RLI3

0
REFRIGERATION

4Kg

FAB28RCR3UK

Gross capacity: 281 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 38 dB(A) re 1 pW
REFRIGERATOR:

Fresh food capacity: 244 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
1 fruit and vegetable drawer with humidity controls
Comprehensive door storage

Silver

Black

Lime Green *right hand version only

ICE BOX:

Frozen food capacity: 26 litres
Annual energy consumption: 139 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 2kg/24h
Thaw time: 12 hrs
Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Polypropylene & Aluminium foil
All codes shown are right hand hinged. For the left hand hinged version
replace “R” in the code with “L”. ie FAB28LRD3UK
NB: All products will come with a UK plug even when the code does not
include UK
FAB28ROR3
When positioning these appliances adjacent to a wall or kitchen unit a gap
of 175mm must be left on the hinged side of the product to allow the door
to open.
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Orange

FAB28RBE3

Blue *right hand version only
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FAB28RDRB3

FAB28RDEG3

FAB28RDBB3

FAB28RDUJ3UK

50'S RETRO STYLE, REFRIGERATOR WITH ICE COMPARTMENT, RUBY RED,

50'S RETRO STYLE, REFRIGERATOR WITH ICE COMPARTMENT, EMERALD GREEN,

50'S RETRO STYLE, REFRIGERATOR WITH ICE COMPARTMENT, BLACKBOARD,

50'S RETRO STYLE, REFRIGERATOR WITH ICE COMPARTMENT, UNION JACK,

SPECIAL EDITION

SPECIAL EDITION

SPECIAL EDITION

SPECIAL EDITION

FAB28RDTP3

0

4Kg

0
REFRIGERATION

4Kg

50'S RETRO STYLE, REFRIGERATOR WITH ICE COMPARTMENT, TAUPE,
SPECIAL EDITION

Gross capacity: 281 litres
Right hand hinged
“Soft touch” exterior
Noise level: 38 dB(A) re 1 pW

Gross capacity: 281 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 38 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:

Fresh food capacity: 244 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
1 fruit and vegetable drawer with humidity controls
Comprehensive door storage

REFRIGERATOR:

Fresh food capacity: 244 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
1 fruit and vegetable drawer with humidity controls
Comprehensive door storage

ICE BOX:

Frozen food capacity: 26 litres

ICE BOX:

Frozen food capacity: 26 litres

Annual energy consumption: 139 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 2kg/24h
Thaw time: 12 hrs

Annual energy consumption: 139 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 2 Kg/h
Thaw time: 12 hrs

Also available with left hand hinge:
FAB28LDUJ3UK Union Jack

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Polypropylene & Aluminium foil
NB: All products will come with a UK plug even when the code does not
include UK

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Polypropylene & Aluminium foil
NB: All products will come with a UK plug even when the code does not
include UK
When positioning these appliances adjacent to a wall or kitchen unit a gap
of 175mm must be left on the hinged side of the product to allow the door
to open.
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FAB28RDMM4
50'S RETRO STYLE, REFRIGERATOR WITH ICE COMPARTMENT, MICKEY MOUSE,
SPECIAL EDITION

0

REFRIGERATION

4Kg

Gross capacity: 281 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 38 dB(A) re 1 pW
REFRIGERATOR:

Fresh food capacity: 244 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
1 fruit and vegetable drawer with humidity controls
Comprehensive door storage
ICE BOX:

Frozen food capacity: 26 litres
Annual energy consumption: 139 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 2kg/24h
Thaw time: 12 hrs
Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Polypropylene & Aluminium foil
When positioning these appliances adjacent to a wall or kitchen unit a gap
of 175mm must be left on the hinged side of the product to allow the door
to open.

NB: All products will come with a UK plug even when the code does not
include UK

FAB28RDMM4
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FAB10RDUJ2
50'S RETRO STYLE, REFRIGERATOR WITH ICE COMPARTMENT, UNION JACK,
SPECIAL EDITION

FAB10ROR2

FAB10RBL2

FAB10RRD2

Orange

Black

Red

Gross capacity: 118 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 37 dB(A) re 1 pW
REFRIGERATOR:

REFRIGERATION

Fresh food capacity: 101 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fruit and vegetable drawer
Comprehensive door storage
ICE BOX:

Frozen food capacity: 13 litres
Annual energy consumption: 139 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 2 Kg/h
Thaw time: 8 hrs

FAB10RCR2

FAB10RPB2

FAB10RPG2

Cream

Pastel blue

Pastel green

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Aluminium foil
All codes shown are right hand hinged. For the left hand hinged version
replace “R” in the code with “L”. ie FAB10LDUJ2

When positioning these appliances adjacent to a wall or kitchen unit a gap
of 175mm must be left on the hinged side of the product to allow the door
to open.
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FAB10RWH2
White
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MINI BAR
FAB5RCR3
50'S RETRO STYLE, MINI BAR REFRIGERATOR-CELLAR, CREAM

FAB5RSV3

FAB5RWH3

FAB5RBL3

Silver

White

Black

4Kg

Gross capacity: 38 litres
Right hand hinged
Optional Smart System for Hotel version
Noise level: 40 dB(A) re 1 pW
REFRIGERATOR:

REFRIGERATION

Net capacity: 34 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
Door storage: 1 balcony shelf, 1 bottle shelf
Annual energy consumption: 54 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
All codes shown are right hand hinged. For the left hand hinged version
replace “R” in the code with “L”. ie FAB5LCR3
Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal

When positioning these appliances adjacent to a wall or kitchen unit a gap
of 175mm must be left on the hinged side of the product to allow the door
to open.
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FAB5RPB3

FAB5RPK3

FAB5RPG3

Pastel blue

Pink

Pastel green

FAB5RRD3
Red

FAB5RDUJ3

Union Jack, Special edition
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FAB5RGO3

Gold

SMEG500B

SMEG500BL

DRINKS CHILLER IN FIAT 500 RETRO DESIGN, GREEN

WHITE

BLUE

SMEG500R

SMEG500G

RED

YELLOW

Handmade with genuine origional Fiat 500 parts
Functioning headlamps
Noise level: 37 dB(A) re 1 pW
REFRIGERATOR:

Net capacity: 100 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
Open/close with 2 sliding doors (low emission glass)
3 x removable bottle holders
1 x removable shelf for canned drinks
Annual energy consumption: 109 KWh
Climatic class: ST
DIMENSIONS:

H 83 X W 125 X D 80cm
Maximum height with bonnet open at 80 dgrees, 150cm
Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal
NB: These products are only available via special order
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REFRIGERATION

SMEG500V

NO FROST

NO FROST

RF396RSIX

RF376RSIX

LUXURY, REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER, STAINLESS STEEL

LUXURY, REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER, STAINLESS STEEL

LCD 0

DISPLAY

DISPLAY

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Gross capacity: 580 litres
Power saving mode
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 42 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFLK6090 Grill & plinth kit for combining wine cooler WF366 +
refrigerator RF396
REFLKA1 Linking kit for combining wine cooler WF366 + refrigerator
RF396 or RF376

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Gross capacity: 454 litres
Power saving mode
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 42 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFLK6075 Grill & plinth kit for combining wine cooler WF366 +
refrigerator RF376
REFLKA1 Linking kit for combining wine cooler WF366 + refrigerator
RF396 or RF376

Multizone compartment can used as a freezer or a fridge

Multizone compartment can used as a freezer or a fridge

REFRIGERATOR:

REFRIGERATOR:

Fresh food capacity: 396 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
3 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
1 fruit and vegetable drawer
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
Comprehensive door storage

Fresh food capacity: 312 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
3 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
1 fruit and vegetable drawer
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
Comprehensive door storage

FREEZER/MULTIZONE:

FREEZER/MULTIZONE:

Compartment can be used as a freezer or fridge.
Frozen food capacity: 104 litres
2 drawers
Automatic ice maker
LED internal lighting
Completely No Frost

Compartment can be used as a freezer or fridge.
Frozen food capacity: 81 litres
2 drawers
Automatic ice maker
LED internal lighting
Completely No Frost

Annual energy consumption: 382 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 15 Kg/h
Thaw time: 18 hrs

Annual energy consumption: 327 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 12 Kg/h
Thaw time: 15 hrs

RF396LSIX

Left hand hinged

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal

RF376LSIX

Left hand hinged

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal
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REFRIGERATION

LCD 0

NO FROST
WF366RDX
LUXURY, COMBINATION WINE COOLER AND FREEZER, ST/STEEL AND GLASS
DOOR

LCD

Gross capacity: 219 litres
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 42 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATION

DISPLAY

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

REFLK6090 Grill & plinth kit for combining wine cooler WF366 +
refrigerator RF396
REFLK6075 Grill & plinth kit for combining wine cooler WF366 +
refrigerator RF376
REFLKA1 Linking kit for combining wine cooler WF366 + refrigerator
RF396 or RF376

Multizone compartment can used as a freezer or a fridge
WINE COOLER:

Capacity: 228 litres
Maximum storage capacity is 54 75cl bottles.
9 removable wooden shelves on telescopic rails
2 independent adjustable temperature zones
Electronic temperature control
Temperature range from 4°C to 18°C
LED interior lighting
Active charcoal filter
Anti-UV door glass
Automatic defrost
FREEZER/MULTIZONE:

Compartment can be used as a freezer or fridge.
Frozen food capacity: 59 litres
2 drawers
LED internal lighting
Completely No Frost
Annual energy consumption: 314 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 10kg/24h
Thaw time: 13 hrs

WF366LDX

Left hand hinged

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal

WF366LDX + RF396RSIX
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NO FROST

NO FROST

NO FROST

FQ960PB

FQ960N

FQ75XPED

VICTORIA, "FRENCH DOOR" REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER WITH 4 DOORS, PASTEL BLUE

VICTORIA, "FRENCH DOOR" REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER WITH 4 DOORS, BLACK

"FRENCH DOOR" REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER WITH 4 DOORS, FINGER FRIENDLY
STAINLESS STEEL

0

NATURAL
PLUS

Gross capacity: 594 litres
Power saving mode
Noise level: 46 dB(A) re 1 pW
Multizone compartment (lower right), can be used as fridge or freezer
REFRIGERATOR:

LCD
DISPLAY

Annual energy consumption: 459 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 13kg/24h
Thaw time: 15 hrs

Gross capacity: 750 litres
Power saving mode
LCD display with ice and water dispenser
Noise level: 46 dB(A) re 1 pW

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal

Multizone compartment (lower right), can be used as fridge or freezer

Fresh food capacity: 384 litres
Possibility of further 77 litres using Multizone as refrigerator
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
2 life plus 0°C drawers
2 fruit and vegetable drawers with Natural plus BLU light
Comprehensive door storage

REFRIGERATOR:

MULTIZONE:

MULTIZONE:

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal

Fresh food capacity: 435 litres
Possibility of further 104 litres using Multizone as refrigerator
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
2 life plus 0°C drawers
2 fruit and vegetable drawers with Natural plus BLU light
Comprehensive door storage

Can be used as either refrigerator or freezer
Capacity: 77 litres
1 open storage section with shelf
2 drawers

Can be used as either refrigerator or freezer
Capacity: 104 litres
1 drawer
2 shelves

FREEZER:

Frozen food capacity: 78 litres
Possibility of further 77 litres using Multizone as freezer
Internal manual ice maker
3 drawers
Fast freezing function
Completely No Frost

NATURAL
PLUS

REFRIGERATION

0

FREEZER:

Frozen food capacity: 104 litres
Possibility of further 104 litres using Multizone as freezer
3 drawers
Fast freezing compartment
Completely No Frost

FQ960P
Cream

Annual energy consumption: 531 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 13kg/24h
Thaw time: 15 hrs
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FQ55FX1
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NO FROST & NON-PLUMBED

NO FROST

FQ60X2PEAI

FQ60X2PE1

"FRENCH DOOR" REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER WITH 4 DOORS AND AUTOMATIC

"FRENCH DOOR" REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER WITH 4 DOORS, FINGER FRIENDLY

NON-PLUMBED ICE MAKER , FINGER FRIENDLY STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

LCD 0

DISPLAY

DISPLAY

NATURAL
PLUS

NATURAL
PLUS

Gross capacity: 626 litres
External LCD touch control display
Power saving mode
Noise level: 43 dB(A) re 1 pW

Completely No Frost

Multizone compartment (lower right) can use as a fridge or freezer

Annual energy consumption: 356 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 8 Kg/h
Thaw time: 15 hrs

REFRIGERATOR:

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal

Fresh food capacity: 376 litres
Possibility of further 83 litres using Multizone as refrigerator
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
2 fruit and vegetable drawers with Natural plus Blu light
Water tank
Water dispenser
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
Comprehensive door storage

NB: This appliance does not require plumbing

Completely No Frost

Gross capacity: 626 litres
External LCD touch control display
Power saving mode
Noise level: 43 dB(A) re 1 pW
Multizone compartment (lower right) can use as a fridge or freezer

Annual energy consumption: 364 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 8 Kg/h
Thaw time: 15 hrs

REFRIGERATOR:

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal

Fresh food capacity: 376 litres
Possibility of further 83 litres using Multizone as refrigerator
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
2 fruit and vegetable drawers with Natural plus Blu light
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
Comprehensive door storage
MULTIZONE:

Can be used as either refrigerator or
freezer
Capacity: 83 litres
2 open storage sections with shelves
1 drawer

MULTIZONE:

Can be used as either refrigerator or freezer
Capacity:83 litres
2 open storage sections with shelves
1 drawer

FREEZER:

Frozen food capacity: 82 litres
Possibility of further 83 litres using
Multizone as freezer
Internal manual ice maker
2 drawers
LED internal lighting

FREEZER:

Frozen food capacity: 71 litres
Possibility of further 83 litres using Multizone as freezer
1 automatic ice maker compartment
2 drawers
LED internal lighting
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FQ60N2PE1
Black

FQ60B2PE1
White
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REFRIGERATION

LCD 0

NO FROST

NO FROST

NO FROST

FQ60XP1

FQ55FX1

FQ55FXE1

"FRENCH DOOR" REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER WITH 4 DOORS, FINGER FRIENDLY

"FRENCH DOOR" REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER WITH 2 DOORS & 2 DRAWERS,

"FRENCH DOOR" REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER WITH 2 DOORS & 2 DRAWERS AND

STAINLESS STEEL

FINGER FRIENDLY STAINLESS STEEL & SILVER SIDES

LCD DISPLAY, FINGER FRIENDLY STAINLESS STEEL & SILVER SIDES

0

NATURAL
PLUS

Gross capacity: 626 litres
Power saving mode
Noise level: 43 dB(A) re 1 pW

Annual energy consumption: 464 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 8 Kg/h
Thaw time: 15 hrs

Multizone compartment (lower right) can use as a fridge or freezer

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal

REFRIGERATOR:

Fresh food capacity: 376 litres
Possibility of further 83 litres using Multizone as refrigerator
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
2 fruit and vegetable drawers with Natural plus Blu light
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
Comprehensive door storage

NATURAL
PLUS

REFRIGERATION

0

Gross capacity: 605 litres
Power saving mode
Noise level: 42 dB(A) re 1 pW
REFRIGERATOR:

Fresh food capacity: 387 litres
Extra wide storage - internal width 73cm
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
2 life plus 0°C drawers
2 fruit and vegetable drawers with Natural plus BLU light
Comprehensive door storage
FREEZER:

Frozen food capacity: 152 litres
2 full width drawers, fitted with dividers
Completely No Frost

MULTIZONE:

Can be used as either refrigerator or freezer
Capacity: 83 litres
2 open storage sections with shelves
1 drawer

Annual energy consumption: 456 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 10kg/24h
Thaw time: 22 hrs

FREEZER:

Frozen food capacity: 82 litres
Possibility of further 83 litres using Multizone as freezer
Internal manual ice maker
2 drawers
LED internal lighting
Completely No Frost

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal
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NO FROST

FROST FREE

FD602PXNE

FT41BXE

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER, FINGER FRIENDLY STAINLESS STEEL

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER WITH 1 DOOR & 2 DRAWERS, FINGER FRIENDLY

LCD 0

LCD

DISPLAY

DISPLAY

NATURAL
PLUS

Gross capacity: 625 litres
Touch control LCD display
Power saving mode
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Noise level: 44 dB(A) re 1 pW

Gross capacity: 530 litres
Touch control LCD display
Power saving mode
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 46 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:

Multizone compartment (top drawer) can use as a fridge or freezer

Fresh food capacity: 435 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
3 adjustable glass shelves
1 Life plus 0°C compartment
2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Comprehensive door storage

Annual energy consumption: 427 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 7kg/24h
Thaw time: 16 hrs
Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal

REFRIGERATOR:

Fresh food capacity: 316 litres
Automatic defrost
Possibility of further 54 litres using Multizone as refrigerator
1 chrome wine rack
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
1 fruit & vegetable drawer with Natural plus Blu light
Comprehensive door storage

FREEZER:

Frozen food capacity: 140 litres
1 shelf
Internal manual ice maker
Fast freezing compartment
LED internal lighting
Completely no frost

MULTIZONE:

Compartment can be converted to use as either refrigerator or freezer
Capacity: 54 litres
1 drawer
FREEZER:

Annual energy consumption: 363 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 10kg/24h
Thaw time: 22 hrs

Frozen food capacity: 96 litres
Possibility of further 54 litres using Multizone as freezer
1 drawer
Fast freezing function
Completely frost free

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal
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REFRIGERATION

STAINLESS STEEL

NO FROST

NO FROST

CV282PXNFE

FA402PXNE

UK282PXNF

UK402PX

UPRIGHT FREEZER WITH LCD DISPLAY, FINGER FRIENDLY STAINLESS STEEL

UPRIGHT LARDER WITH LCD DISPLAY, FINGER FRIENDLY STAINLESS STEEL

UPRIGHT FREEZER, FINGER FRIENDLY STAINLESS STEEL DOOR

UPRIGHT LARDER, FINGER FRIENDLY STAINLESS STEEL DOOR

LCD 0

DISPLAY

0

DISPLAY

Gross capacity: 307 litres
Left hand hinged, reversible door
Touch control LCD display
Noise level: 42 dB(A) re 1 pW

Gross capacity: 404 litres
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Touch control LCD display
Noise level: 40 dB(A) re 1 pW

Gross capacity: 307 litres
Left hand hinged, reversible door
Noise level: 42 dB(A) re 1 pW

Gross capacity: 404 litres
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Noise level: 40 dB(A) re 1 pW

FREEZER:

REFRIGERATOR:

FREEZER:

REFRIGERATOR:

Frozen food capacity: 280 litres
2 shelves with transparent flaps
5 drawers
Fast freezing function
Completely No-Frost

Fresh food capacity: 380 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
4 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Comprehensive door storage

Frozen food capacity: 280 litres
2 shelves with transparent flaps
5 drawers
Fast freezing function
Completely No-Frost

Fresh food capacity: 380 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
4 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed glass shelf
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Comprehensive door storage

Annual energy consumption: 257 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 25kg/24h
Thaw time: 15 hrs

Annual energy consumption: 132 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Polypropylene & Aluminium foil
Co-ordinates with FA402PXNE
OPTIONS
REFLK
Linking kit to hold FA402PXNE and CV282PXNFE in place when positioned
next to each other
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Annual energy consumption: 257 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 25kg/24h
Thaw time: 16 hrs

Annual energy consumption: 132 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Polypropylene & Aluminium foil

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Polypropylene & Aluminium foil

Co-ordinates with UK402PX

Co-ordinates with CV282PXNFE

OPTIONS
REFLK
Linking kit to hold UK282PXNF and UK402PX in place when positioned
next to each other

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Polypropylene & Aluminium foil
Co-ordinates with UK282PXNF
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REFRIGERATION

LCD

FROST FREE
FC182PXNUK

CF33BP

SCV115A

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER, FINGER FRIENDLY STAINLESS STEEL

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER, WHITE

CLASSIC, WINE COOLER, GLOSS BLACK AND ST/STEEL WITH GLASS DOOR

Gross capacity: 341 litres
Integrated handle
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Noise level: 42 dB(A) re 1 pW

Gross capacity: 340 litres
Right hand hinged, reversible door
Noise level: 42 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:

Fresh food capacity: 205 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
1 chrome wine rack
3 adjustable glass shelves
2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Comprehensive door storage

Gross capacity: 368 litres
Space for 115 bottles using origional shelf layout. Maximum storage
capacity is 197 75cl bottles, with some shelves removed and bottles
stored facing front and back.
Right hand hinged
Noise level: 42 dB(A) re 1 pW

REFRIGERATOR:

Fresh food capacity: 230 litres
Automatic defrost
LED interior lighting
1 life plus zone 0°C drawer
2 adjustable glass shelves
1 fixed shelf
1 fruit and vegetable drawer with humidity controls
Comprehensive door storage

FREEZER:

Frozen food capacity: 90 litres
1 compartment with flap
2 drawers

FREEZER:

Frozen food capacity: 94 litres
3 drawers
Completely frost free

Annual energy consumption: 282 KWh
Climatic class: SN-ST
Freezing capacity: 5kg/24h
Thaw time: 18 hrs

Annual energy consumption: 263 KWh
Climatic class: SN-T
Freezing capacity: 5kg/24h
Thaw time: 18 hrs

Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant
Aluminium foil

Metal backpanel material:
Flame retardant Aluminium
foil

Wine storage temperature guide
Mature, full-bodied reds: 16o - 18oC
Young reds: 14o - 16oC
New reds: 10o - 14oC
Mature whites: 12o- 14oC
Young whites: 10o - 12oC
Mature, full-bodied roses: 12o - 14oC
Light roses: 10o - 12oC
Sparkling reds and whites: 8o - 12oC

Electronic controls
6 wooden adjustable and removable shelves
Two internal temperature zones can be set from the control panel
Temperature range from 5 to 22 °C
LED interior lighting
Acoustic alarm when temperature falls below 2°C
Door lock at base
Active charcoal filter
Glass door has anti UV ray tint and Classic style st/steel handle
Anti vibration compressors
Height adjustable front feet, rear rollers
Automatic defrost
Wine cooler can be free-standing or built-in
Annual energy consumption: 168 KWh
Climatic class: N-ST
Metal backpanel material: Flame retardant Metal

SCV115AS

Left hand hinged
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REFRIGERATION

0

DISHWASHERS
Designed to produce optimum washing
results with minimum use of energy and
water, freestanding dishwashers are
offered in a variety of styles which can be

DISHWASHERS

coordinated with other Smeg appliances.
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COMPREHENSIVE RANGE

DISHWASHER UPDATES

efficient and stylish

Innovative

standard width
A wide range of freestanding 60cm wide dishwashers are available including 50’s style design and
sleek Stainless Steel models, which can easily blend into both traditional and modern kitchen designs.
All of the dishwashers feature white LED displays, which look smart and blend seamlessly with other
products in the range.

This year the Smeg dishwasher range has been completely renewed. Attention to detail and careful
concideration has been taken in order to produce the best dishwasher range yet. New blue handles,
flexiduo baskets and supports provide a fresh and contemporary visual aesthetic.

INNER DOOR RE-DESIGNED & NEW DETERGENT DISPENSER

The new flatter inner door design has resulted in an increase in
basket size.
Located in the centre of the inner door is a new improved detergent
dispenser with a sliding lid for much easier access. The dispenser
is able to house the largest sized tablets available on the market.
Due to the curve above the dispenser, water is pushed through the
dispenser much more effectively, ensuring total dispersion of the
tablet, liquid or powder.

IMPROVED MID BASKETS AND GLASS HOLDERS

ST/STEEL DOOR

SILVER & WHITE

slimline
45cm dishwashers are the perfect solution for kitchens with less space, the slimline width takes up much
less floor space. They are also ideal for smaller families or couples who may have less items to wash.

ST/STEEL

BLACK
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INVERTER MOTOR

IMPROVED WASH PERFORMANCE

Some dishwashers within the range now feature an inverter motor.
This motor is durable, reliable and long lasting, for added piece of
mind. It also reduces noise levels for a quieter appliance.

Due to the re-design of the inner duct of the upper spray arm,
water that passes through it does so at a 20% increase in pressure,
resulting in a much improved wash performance.
The spray arm itself now has revised jets located on the upper and
lower part of the centralised arm, a feature that ensures the best
wash possible for your dishes.

TOTAL ACQUASTOP

EASYGLIDE

All dishwashers in this brochure have Total
acquastop, an electronic device fitted to
the water intake hose and the base of the
machine, which monitors water levels in
the machine, detects leaks in the hose and
switches off the water supply immediately
directly from the source when necessary,
preventing water spillages onto the floor.

Convenient EasyGlide system for easy
unloading of the appliance that allows
maximum flexibility of load of the
machine.
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ANTI DRIP SYSTEM

An exclusive anti-drip system is fitted to the
front of the basket to prevent irritating drips
on the floor as the basket is extracted. It is
designed to improve the drying performance
of the dishwasher.

DISHWASHERS

50’S RETRO

The design of the mid baskets has been improved to better
accomodate a mixture of different sized cups, mugs and glasses.
Together with the Flexiduo basket this allows optimum use of the
space.
Glasses are kept secure throughout the washing programme thanks
to the new designed stem glass holders which have a minimum
touch area, stopping any movements. These also offer increased
stability for tumblers, larger glasses and mugs.

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY

QUALITY & PERFORMANCE

best performance

Wash Efficiency
Smeg’s continuous research and development has resulted in high quality appliances with energy saving
features and great performance. The three excellent wash systems available are: Planetarium and Orbital
for 60cm models and SwingWash for 45cm dishwashers.

GREAT FLEXIBILITY

FLEXIDUO CUTLERY BASKET

Smeg dishwashers are
available in a choice of
13 or 10 place settings,
with a great flexibility of
placement in the dishwasher
with a number of racks and
supports (depending on
model) that can be fixed or
adjusted up and down as
required.

The third cutlery basket; the
Smeg Flexi Duo, consists of
2 separate and movable
sections which can be
adjusted individually or even
removed entirely depending
on your loading needs. An
intelligent solution that makes
room for tall glasses below or
deep utensils or espresso cups
above.

60CM PLANETARIUM WASH SYSTEM

The Planetarium wash system, patented by
Smeg, ensures maximum wash coverage within
the dishwasher by using an innovative double
simulation motion of the spray arm.
This spiralising directional wash sprays water
evenly in a 360° sweep. The rotation speed is
approximately 65rpm, giving the best wash results
available.
Complex as the engineering is, the result is simple –
sparkling dishes every time without missing a spot!

ADJUSTABLE

The second basket can be
adjusted on 3 levels by
ergonomically designed
levers even when the basket
is fully loaded, to allow plates
of up to 30cm diameter to
be placed below.
PLANETARIUM WASH SYSTEM

ORBITAL WASH SYSTEM

TRADITIONAL WASH SYSTEM

PATTERN

PATTERN

PATTERN

HALF LOAD FLEXIZONE

The ½ load Flexizone allows
you to wash a reduced
load saving energy, water
and time and there are no
restrictions on where the
items have to be placed.

60CM ORBITAL WASH

45CM SWING WASH

DRY ASSIST

ENERGY SAVING

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

This system consists of a
double spray arm, with
contra-rotating action, which
distributes water evenly
throughout the cavity. The
spray arms are perfectly
shaped to direct the water
with precision, ensuring an
excellent washing quality
and a low noise level.

The SwingWash spray system
improves the wash coverage
in the rectangular tank by
adding an extra spray arm
which directs water towards
the corners, swinging
alternately between left and
right during the cycle.

At the end of the drying
cycle a special device
automatically opens the door
a few centimeters to ensure
perfect drying. This can
save up to 20% of energy
compared to Class A, by
automatically opening the
door there is less need for the
heater element to continue to
get the desired drying result.

High performance and low
consumption are features of
all Smeg products. Special
focus is placed on obtaining
the highest energy efficiency
class rating in order to help
the environment.
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DISHWASHERS

SECOND BASKET

DF13FAB3BL

DF13FAB3CR

60CM 50'S RETRO DISHWASHER IN BLACK

60CM 50'S RETRO DISHWASHER IN CREAM

MODEL FEATURES & OPTIONS:

4Kg

½

13

ACQUASTOP

PROGRAMMES:
27min
38°

DISHWASHERS

Auto
45°-65°

45°

13 place settings
10 programmes: Soak, Crystal, ECO, Rapid 27 mins, Eco Quick, Delicate
Quick, Normal Quick, Auto 45-65, Ultraclean, Super Quick
5 temperatures (38°, 45°, 50°, 65°, 70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water: 2520 litres per annum
Energy: 230 kW/h per annum
Noise level: 47 dB (A) RE 1 pW
Maximum plate diameter 30 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, but Quick Time can reduce this by
up to 55%
Inverter motor
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
FlexiDuo cutlery basket
Adjustable lower basket with double foldable racks
Automatic adjustable upper basket on 3 levels
Upper basket with 3 foldable racks
Easyglide baskets
Self balancing door hinges
St/steel filter
Delay timer option up to 9 hours
DF6FABRD
Colour co-ordinating cutlery basket and racks.

Available in Red
whilst stocks last.
(See website for
specification details)

NB: This dishwasher will not fit under a standard
worktop. Please check measurements carefully and
choose the built-in version if there is insufficient height.
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DF13FAB3CR
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DF13TF3X
60CM DISHWASHER, ST/STEEL WITH SILVER SIDES

MODEL FEATURES & OPTIONS:

4Kg

½

13

ACQUASTOP

PROGRAMMES:
27min
38°

DISHWASHERS

Auto
45°-65°

45°

13 place settings
10 programmes: Soak, Crystal, ECO, Rapid 27 mins, ECO Quick, Delicate
Quick, Normal Quick, Auto 45-65, Ultraclean, Stong and fast
5 temperatures (38° 45° 50° 65° 70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water: 2520 litres per annum
Energy: 231 kWh/year
Noise level: 44 dB (A) RE 1 pW
Maximum plate diameter 30 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, but Quick Time can reduce this by
up to 55%
Inverter motor
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
FlexiDuo cutlery basket
Lower basket with double foldable rack
Automatic adjustable upper basket on 3 levels
Upper basket with 3 foldable racks
Self balancing door hinges
St/steel filter
Delay timer option up to 24 hours

DF13TF3X
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DF13E2SV

DF13E2WH

D4SS-1

D4B-1

60CM DISHWASHER, SILVER

60CM DISHWASHER, WHITE

45CM DISHWASHER, FULLY CLAD IN ST/STEEL

45CM DISHWASHER, BLACK

MODEL FEATURES & OPTIONS:

MODEL FEATURES & OPTIONS:

½

10

13

PROGRAMMES:
Auto
45°-65°

27min

45°

38°

13 place settings
5 programmes: Soak, Normal, ECO, Rapid 27 mins, Ultraclean.
4 temperatures (38° 50° 65° 70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water: 3360 litres per annum
Energy: 295 kWh/year
Noise level: 51 dB (A) RE 1 pW

70°

27min
38°

65°

DISHWASHERS

PROGRAMMES:
65°

70°C
ACQUASTOP

10 place settings
10 programmes: Soak, Rapid 27 mins, Crystal, Delicate Quick, ECO, ECO
Quick, Auto 45-65, Normal Quick, Super, Strong & Fast
5 temperatues (38° 45° 50° 65° 70°)
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water: 2660 litres per annum
Energy: 236 kWh/year
Noise level: 46 dB (A) RE 1 pW

Maximum plate diameter 30 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
Adjustable lower basket with fixed racks
Automatic adjustable upper basket on 3 levels
Upper basket with central fixed racks
Self balancing door hinges
St/steel filter

Maximum plate diameter 30 cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, but Quick Time can reduce this by
up to 55%
Total Acquastop
Condenser drying
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
Adjustable lower basket with double foldable racks
Automatic adjustable upper basket on 3 levels
Self balancing door hinges
St/steel filter
Delay timer option up to 24 hours

DF13E2SV
DF13E2WH
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WASHING MACHINES
AND DRYERS
Offering excellent performance and
sought after style, the distinctive design of
Smeg washing machines, washer dryers
and tumble dryers make them not simply
appliances useful for doing the chores, but
also inspirational pieces of kitchen furniture
combining practicality with technology and

LAUNDRY

grace.
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LAUNDRY RANGE

HI-TECH LAUNDRY

optimum choice

Advanced Technology

Superior durability and top performances are the core values of the laundry range. Smeg offers a
wide choice of freestanding laundry products – from 50’s Retro style washing machines, designed to
coordinate with the iconic FAB refrigeration range, to stylish Stainless Steel or white models. Washer
dryers and a heat pump condenser tumble dryer complete the range.

DIRECT MOTION

WOOLMARK LABELLED

Electronic management
ensures
maximum
performance at any spin
speed, along with more
silent operation and greater
safety when washing delicate
items, thanks to a significant
reduction in vibration. This
applies to models with 11kg
load capacity.

The wool wash cycle found
on the WHT washing
machines has been approved
by The Woolmark Company
for the washing of wool
garments.
A hand wash symbol can
also be found on the 11kg
model approved as Wool
Hand Wash Safe.

AQUACARE DRUM

50S RETRO STYLE

LAUNDRY

WHITE AND SILVER

The heart shaped drum
provides complete care and
excellent performance for
your laundry. With fewer
and smaller holes than an
average drum, more water
is held inside the drum
during the wash cycle. The
clothes are cushioned by this
protective layer of water and
the result is reduced wear
and tear of fabrics.

4Kg

STAINLESS STEEL

WHITE

Smeg washing machines
really stand out due to their
energy class with A+++on some models, offering
the maximum possible
energy savings without any
compromise in performance.
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HEAT PUMP DRYER

SMEG LAUNDRY

Intelligent technology

universal features
11Kg

DRYCARE DRUM

The structure of the heart
shaped drum creates a
cushioning layer of air
between the clothing and
the drum, as the clothes
tumble, reducing friction and
damage to the fabric. The
drum also creates extra lift
of the clothing, facilitating
excellent airflow and drying
performance.

AUTOMATIC LOAD

MAXI CAPACITY

SUPERFAST 15 MINS

FLEXITIME

SENSING & BALANCING

Some models allow loading
up to 11 kg, thus meeting
the needs of large volume
washing.

A programme designed to
wash small amounts of laundry
fast, ideal for washing lightly
soiled garments.

This option allows the user to
reduce the time of the cycle
selected, providing extra
control.

The machine automatically
adjusts the water according
to the weight of the
laundry being washed.
An unbalanced load can
cause damage to the
washing machine, noise and
vibration. Smeg washing
machines ensure that laundry
is properly distributed in the
drum. If an unbalanced load
is detected, the spin speed is
automatically adjusted.

34 c m
ACQUASTOP

TOTAL ACQUASTOP

DOOR

TOUCH DISPLAY

3 levels of anti-flood devices
ensure protection against
water leakage.

The diameter of the door is up
to 34cm on a washing machine
and 40cm on a dryer,and
opens up to 180° in some
cases for the maximum comfort
of use.

Easy to use touch controls
allow the machine to be set
with a simple touch.

HEAT PUMP

Heat pump technology
conserves and re-uses hot
air, which is better for the
environment and makes
it cheaper to run. Since it
uses an energy efficient heat
exchange system, the air
temperature inside the drum
is considerably lower than
conventional dryers, which
offers better protection for
your clothes.

As illustrated here, some washing machines can be stacked with the heat
pump dryer by purchasing stacking kit KITSPXL.
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min.

LAUNDRY

Comfortable door with
diameter up to 40 cm

15
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WMFABPB-2
60CM, 50'S STYLE WASHING MACHINE, PASTEL BLUE

FEATURES:

7Kg

ACQUASTOP

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES:
15

min.

LAUNDRY

Electronic display Includes 24hr delay timer and recommended load
8 buttons/options: Delay timer, FlexiTime, Prewash, Additional rinse, No
spin, Easy iron, Intensive, Cold wash
Electronic display shows programme selected and progression
15 washing programmes
Customised options: variable temperature, spin speed up to 1400rpm, and
option selector
Max 7kg of dry laundry
Extra large porthole 300mm
Consumption (220 cycles):
Water: 10340 litres per annum
Energy: 193 kW/h per annum
Noise level washing: 59 dB(A) re 1pW
Noise level spinning: 78 dB(A) re 1pW
Nominal power 2.20 kW
Energy efficiency class: A++
Washing performance: A
Spin drying performance: B

WMFABPK-2

WMFABBL-2

WMFABCR-2

Pink

Black

Cream
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WMFABPK-2

NB: This washing machine will not fit under a standard work
top. Please check measurements carefully.
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WHT1114LSUK1

WHT914LSUK1

DHT81LUK

60CM, WASHING MACHINE, WHITE WITH SILVER FACIA

60CM, WASHING MACHINE, WHITE WITH SILVER FACIA

60CM, HEAT PUMP CONDENSER TUMBLE DRYER, WHITE WITH SILVER FACIA

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

4Kg

DISPLAY

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES:
14

9Kg

LCD
DISPLAY

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES:
14

min.

8

HEAT PUMP TECHNOLOGY

LCD
DISPLAY

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES:

Heat pump technology conserves and re-uses
hot air, which is better for the environment and
makes it cheaper to run.
Since it uses an energy efficient heat exchange
system, the air temperature inside the drum is
considerably lower than conventional dryers,
which offers better protection for your clothes.

min.

Electronic display includes 24hr delay timer
Buttons/Options: Delay timer/Prewash/Additional rinse/No spin/Rinse
hold/Easy iron/Cold wash
Electronic display shows programme selected and progression
16 washing programmes
Customised options: variable temperature, spin speed up to 1400rpm, and
option selector
Aquacare drum
Max 11kg of dry laundry
Direct motion brushless motor
Depth: 625mm
Extra large 340mm porthole

Electronic display includes 24hr delay timer
Buttons/Options: Delay timer/Prewash/Additional rinse/No spin/Rinse
hold/Easy iron/Cold wash
Electronic display shows programme selected and progression
16 washing programmes
Customised options: variable temperature, spin speed up to 1400rpm, and
option selector
Aquacare drum
Max 9kg of dry laundry
Brushless motor
Depth: 600mm
Extra large 340mm porthole

Consumption (220 cycles):
Water: 13200 litres per annum
Energy: 233 kW/h per annum
Noise level washing: 59 dB(A) re 1pW
Noise level spinning: 76 dB(A) re 1pW
Nominal power 2.20 kW
Energy efficiency class: A+++
Washing performance: A
Spin drying performance: B

Consumption (220 cycles):
Water: 10560 litres per annum
Energy: 214 kW/h per annum
Noise level washing: 53 dB(A) re 1pW
Noise level spinning: 76 dB(A) re 1pW
Nominal power 2.20 kW
Energy efficiency class: A+++
Washing performance: A
Spin drying performance: B

Electronic display includes 24hr delay timer
16 drying programmes
Humidity sensor
Condenser drying with heating pump system
Clean programme
Drycare drum
Max drying capacity: 8kg
Extra large 400mm porthole
Depth: 609mm

LAUNDRY

4Kg 11Kg

LCD

CONSUMPTION:

For complete 8kg dry: energy 2.47 kWh
Annual energy consumption: 297 KWh
Noise level: 66 dB (A) RE 1 pW
Energy efficiency class A+
Condensation efficiency class B
The DHT81LUK can be stacked with any WHT washing machine
shown in this brochure using KITSPXL stacking kit.

The DHT81LUK can be stacked with any WHT
washing machine shown in this brochure using
KITSPXL stacking kit
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WMF147X-2

WDF147X

WDF147

WDF14C7

60CM, WASHING MACHINE, ST/STEEL

60CM, WASHER/DRYER, ST/STEEL

60CM, WASHER/DRYER, WHITE

60CM, WASHER/DRYER, WHITE

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

7Kg

ACQUASTOP

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES:
15

ACQUASTOP

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES:
15

min.

Electronic display Includes 24hr delay timer and recommended load
8 buttons/options: Delay timer, FlexiTime, Prewash, Additional rinse, No
spin, Rinse hold, Easy iron, Intensive, Cold wash
Electronic display shows programme selected and progression
15 washing programmes
Customised options: variable temperature, spin speed up to 1400rpm, and
option selector including FlexiTime
Max 7kg of dry laundry
Extra large porthole 300mm
Consumption (220 cycles):
Water: 10340 litres per annum
Energy: 193 kW/h per annum
Noise level washing: 59 dB(A) re 1pW
Noise level spinning: 78 dB(A) re 1pW
Nominal power 2.20 kW
Energy efficiency class: A++
Washing performance: A
Spin drying performance: B
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min.

7Kg

7Kg

ACQUASTOP

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES:
15

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES:
15

min.

min.

Electronic display includes 24hr delay timer and recommended load
7 buttons/options: Delay timer, FlexiTime, Prewash, Additional rinse, Easy
iron, Intensive, Drying
Electronic display shows programme selected and progression
15 washing programmes
Customised options: variable temperature, spin speed up to 1400rpm, and
option selector including FlexiTime
2 automatic drying programmes
Max washing capacity: 7kg
Max drying capacity: 4kg
Clean programme
Extra large porthole 300mm

Electronic display includes 24hr delay timer and recommended load
7 buttons/options: Delay timer, FlexiTime, Prewash, Additional rinse, Easy
iron, Intensive, Drying
Electronic display shows programme selected and progression
15 washing programmes
Customised options: variable temperature, spin speed up to 1400rpm, and
option selector including FlexiTime
2 automatic drying programmes
Max washing capacity: 7kg
Max drying capacity: 4kg
Clean programme
Extra large porthole 300mm

Electronic display includes 24hr delay timer
10 buttons/options: Delay timer, FlexiTime, Prewash, Additional rinse, No
spin, Rinse hold, Easy iron, Intensive, Cold wash, Drying
Electronic display shows programme selected and progression
15 washing programmes
Customised options: variable temperature, spin speed up to 1400rpm, and
option selector including FlexiTime
2 automatic drying programmes
Max washing capacity: 7kg
Max drying capacity: 4kg
Clean programme
Extra large porthole 300mm

Consumption (per cycle):
For washing only: 47 litres, energy 1.19 kW/h
For complete 7kg wash + 2 sessions of 4kg drying: Water 99 litres, energy
4.76 kW/h
Nominal power 2.00 kW
Energy efficiency class: B
Washing performance: A

Consumption (per cycle):
For washing only: water 47 litres, energy 1.19 kW/h
For complete 7kg wash + 2 sessions of 4kg drying: water 99 litres, energy
4.76 kW/h
Nominal power 2.00 kW
Energy efficiency class: B
Washing performance: A

Consumption (per cycle):
For washing only: water 47 litres, energy 1.19 kW/h
For complete 7kg wash + 2 sessions of 4kg drying: water 99 litres, energy
4.76 kW/h
Nominal power 2.00 kW
Energy efficiency class: B
Washing performance: A
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LAUNDRY

7Kg

SYMBOLS GUIDE

Circulaire:
Hot air fan cooking that provides quick, multi
layered cooking with excellent browning results.
Due to the effective circulation of hot air, there is no flavour
transfer between foods. Delicate and strongly fragranced
foods can be cooked at the same time.

Fan with lower element:
This combination completes cooking more
quickly of foods that are ready on the
surface, but require more cooking inside, without further
browning.

Circulaire with upper and lower elements
(Turbo)
Facilitates the cooking of large joints, due to
heat coming from all three elements. Similar to rotisserie
cooking the meat is sealed, and juices are held within
the joint of meat. The results are both tender and juicy.

Pizza function:
The simultaneous operation of three elements
ensures an optimum cooking facility when
used with the Smeg pizza stone.

GENERAL

OVEN FUNCTIONS

4Kg

9

Upper and lower element only:
Ideal for slow baked cakes and casseroles.
This traditional static heat will ensure food
remains moist when cooked for longer periods of time.

Lower heating element only:
Ideal for foods that require extra base
temperature without browning, e.g. pastry
dishes, pizza. Also suitable for slow cooking of stews
and casseroles.

Rotisserie:
The rotisserie (where installed) works in
combination with the grill element whilst
constantly turning the food.

4

SAFE
COOK

DISPLAY

Models with this symbol are available via appointed dealers. For
stockist details please see www.smeguk.com

The number of different cooking levels found in each oven cavity.

Air cooling system to ensure a safe surface temperature.

The capacity indicates the amount of usable space in the oven
cavity in litres.

Pyrolytic cleaning: Oven is heated up to the temperature of
500°C, destroying all grease inside the cavity. Program duration
is 3 hours.
Vapor clean, an effective function for loosening food spillages in
the oven. Vapor Clean uses detergent and water to release the
burnt on food from the base and walls of the oven.

Shows number of glazed doors. Quadruple glazed doors keep
surface temperatures as low as possible and are featured on all
Pyrolytic ovens.

Ceramic: high-light halogen plates are very quick to heat up,
extremely resistant to heat as well as being easy to maintain.

All glass inner door, a single flat surface which is simple to keep
clean.

Induction: this type of cooking is based on magnetic fields. It is
faster than gas cooking and offers precise temperature control.

The enamel interior of all Smeg ovens have a special antacid
lining which helps keep the interior clean by reducing the amount
of cooking grease adhering to it.

Automatic switch-off: The safety system that automatically turns off
the hob in case of overheating of the control unit
After the glass ceramic hob is switched off the residual heat
indicator shows which of the heating zones still remains hot.
When the temperature drops below 60 ° C, the indicator goes
out.

Safe cook, the system for closed door grilling allows grilling with
the oven door shut, keeping cooking smells inside the oven and
ensuring a safe cooking environment.

P

Eco Circulaire:
Some cooker models have Eco Circulaire
in place of Circulaire but the 2 functions
work in the same way. This is the most energy efficient
standard oven function for the cooker.

Heavy duty cast iron pan stands for maximum stability and
strength.

Telescopic rails allow you to put out the dish and check it without
having to remove it from the oven entirely. This symbol appears on
models where it is a standard accessory

Eco:
The combination of the grill, fan and lower
element is particularly suitable for cooking
small quantities of food.

Power booster option allows the zone to work at full power when
very intense cooking is necessary.
Powerful ultra rapid burners offer up to 5kW of power.

Some cookers feature a tilting grill that can be easily unhooked to
clean the roof of the appliance in one simple step.

Fan with lower and upper elements:
The elements combined with the fan aim to
provide more uniform heat, a similar method to
conventional cooking, so pre-heating is required. Most
suitable for items requiring slow cooking methods

LCD-display: to optimize performance and simplify the use of the
appliance.

Finger-friendly stainless steel finish keeps stainless steel looking
as good as new.

All Pyrolytic ovens have a Cooler touch door which allows the
outer glass door to become no hotter than 55°C.

These symbols allow use of the
rotisserie with full or half grill.

Top element only:
Useful for browning the tops of dishes such as
lasagne and potato or cheese topped recipes.

LCD

The inner door glass can be removed with a few quick
movements for cleaning.

COOKERS

Defrost:
Both symbols refer to the same function.
The circulation of air enables quicker thawing
of frozen food, without the use of any
heat. Ideal for use prior to cooking of readymade dishes, or cream filled products etc.
Snowflake:
With the switch on this symbol, no heating is
possible even if the thermostat is turned.
Fan:
As above but with thermostat set at ‘0’.

LED display, to show programmes, functions and options selected
and the time to the end of the cycle.

Child lock, some models are fitted with a device to lock the
programme/cycle so it cannot be accidentally changed.

115 lt

Circulaire with lower element:
Great for quiches and flans where normally
you would need to ‘blind bake’ the pastry.
At the same time, the base element will cook the pastry
and the fan will take care of the filling.

Product energy rating, measured from A+++ to D / G
depending on the product family.

Grill element/Half grill:
For rapid cooking and browning of foods.
Best results can be obtained by using the top
shelf for small items, the lower shelves for
larger ones, such as chops or sausages. For
half grill heat is generated only at the centre of
the element, so is ideal for smaller quantities.

COOKER HOODS

ECO

Models have filters to help remove grease from the steam
emanating from the pans during cooking.

A special setting, to run after the end of cooking for a pre-set time
and then switch off automatically.

Extracting through charcoal filters or directly to the exterior
lessens strong cooking odours considerably. Charcoal filters are
purchased as an optional extra, see chart for details.

Intensive/turbo setting, when extra fast extraction is required.
Warning light(s) to advise when filters need changing.

All cooker hoods feature lights to illuminate the cooking area or
add to the ambience of the kitchen.

Fan with grill element:
The fan reduces the fierce heat from the grill,
providing an excellent method of grilling
various foods, chops, steaks, sausages etc.
giving even browning and heat distribution,
without drying out the food. The top two levels
recommended for use, and the lower part of the oven
can be used to keep items warm at the same time, an
excellent facility when cooking a grilled breakfast. Half
grill (centre portion only) is ideal for small quantities of
food.

GLOSSARY

Fan with upper element:
The same functionality as top element only
but will distribute the heat around the cavity
allowing for plate warming etc at the same time.

Vent kits
Simple vent kits include 1
metre of flexible hose, while
comprehensive kits add a further
2 metres of ducting with two 1
metre flat channel sections.
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SP150FLAT
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SP215

SP217

SYMBOLS GUIDE

REFRIGERATION

0

NATURAL
PLUS

SYMBOLS GUIDE

The temperature in the Lifeplus compartments is kept at 0°C
which preserves fresh meat and fish longer.

The power saving mode allows you to disable the refrigerator
and keep the freezer working.

All models of Smeg refrigerators and freezers have a 4-star
freezing compartment for better food preservation.

LED interior lighting is a more energy efficient and long lasting
way of illuminating the interior of the appliance.

This unique Natural Plus Blu Light system works with nature to
increase the storage time of fruit and vegetables.

Air plus keeps food fresher for longer.

The automatic defrost system works by automatically defrosting at
regular intervals eradicating the need to defrost altogether.

Multizone compartment can be used as a refrigerator or a freezer
compartment.

The fast freezing function brings the temperature of the
compartment down when activated a few hours prior to usage.

The Frost Free refrigeration systems prevent ice from forming so
that no manual defrosting is required.

Woolmark apparel care:
The wool wash cycle of the machine has been approved by the
Woolmark company for the washing of machine washable wool
products provided instructions on the garment label are followed.

SN

10

32

N

16

32

ST

18

38

T

18

43

Night: an ideal programme for those who want to take
advantage of off-peak energy periods, this cycle is particularly
quiet due to slower rotations of the drum.

Direct motion motor: Performs various drum motions, or a
combination of different motions depending on the wash
programme selected. Flexible patterns enables gentle handling of
many different types of garments.

ACQUASTOP

LAUNDRY

Max temp (°C)

Mixed fabrics, this cycle is designed for lightly soiled laundry in a
mix of cottons and synthetics, or can be used just to refresh stored
items.

Duvet: Simple way to wash your duvet in a domestic washing
machine. This programme provides an effective wash and spin for
this type of garment.

This shows the drum capacity size for dry laundry in KG
Prewash: A preliminary wash ideal for soaking and washing
heavily soiled items.

Climatic Class
The climatic class indicates the range of ambient temperatures for which the
appliance is suitable. It is important to select a refrigeration appliance specified for
the environment in which it is to be situated

Min temp (°C)

Jeans: a washing cycle which is kind to the colour and fabric of
denim whilst minimising wrinkles.

Woolmark Wool Hand wash Safe:
The wool wash cycle of the machine has been approved by
the Woolmark company for the washing of wool garments
labelled as “hand wash” provided instructions on the garment
label are followed.

11Kg

Climatic Class

Hand wash, this specific programme for delicate fabrics uses
slower rotations of the drum to ensure the utmost care for clothing.

15

min.

Super fast programme: designed to wash small amounts
of laundry fast, ideal for washing lightly soiled garments. Various
Superfast programmes are available.
The Extra rinse option can be added to the selected programme
when more thorough cleansing of fabrics is needed.

Total acquastop, the product is built with 3 levels of anti-flood
devices to ensure protection against water leakage.

Shirts, a cycle to wash shirts in a short time with the utmost care,
using a delicate spin for easy ironing.

Hygienecare - Removes allergens and destroys bacteria that may
aggravate allergy sufferers.
A longer heat time and additional rinsing provides a greater level
of hygiene.

Gym, a cycle designed for washing lightly soiled garments, ie
sports wear, this is a fast wash which is also kind to fabrics.

A cleaning programme has been created to maintain the
performance of washer/dryers. The display shows automatically
when cleaning is required.

The wool cycles of the Smeg tumble dryer dry all of your woollen
items with the gentlest treatment possible.

Curtains: A special programme designed for washing curtains.
The spin of the programme allows less creasing.

Easy Iron, this is an option which can be selected to ensure the
finished laundry is left with less creases to make ironing easier.

The FlexiTime option allows the user to reduce the time of the
cycle selected, providing extra flexibility and control.
The symbols show the number of plate settings of the dishwasher.

ACQUASTOP

Total acquastop is an electronic device which monitors water
levels in the machine to detect leaks in the hose and switch off the
water supply immediately if necessary.
Aquatest measures the clarity of the water during an auto
programme, and automatically ensures the minimum consumption
of water and energy.

Auto
45°-65°

45°

The auto programme regulates the length of a cycle depending
on the need for a pre-wash and the number of rinses required.

70°C

65°

The crystal cycle is designed especially for glass ware and for
delicate dishes with light dirt.
The delay timer can postpone the start of the programme by up
to 24 hours.

DISHWASHERS

½

Eco

Eco

Eco, this economic wash programme uses a low amount
of water and energy in order to provide the most
environmentally friendly cleaning option.
An Eco Quick programme is also available for some
models.

Delay timer, can be set to run the programme at a convenient
time or to take advantage of off-peak energy periods.

The ½ load flexizone allows you to wash a reduced load saving
energy, water and time and there are no restrictions on where the
items are placed.

Clothing such as underwear, hosiery and luxury fabrics should be
dried on the delicate cycle to help extend the life of the clothing.

The hyclean option performs a final 10 minute rinse at a high
temperature of 70°C eliminating virtually all bacteria.

This shows the amount of laundry that can be inserted into the
tumble dryer in KG.

The normal programme is suitable for normal degrees of
dirt for everyday use. A Normal Quick programme is also
available on some models.
The quick time option can reduce the length of the wash cycle up
to 55%.

27min
38°

Delicate washing program is designed for delicate
dishes which are not heavily soiled. A Delicate Quick
programme is also available for some models.
Convenient EasyGlide system for easy unloading of the
appliance that allows maximum flexibility of load of the machine.

Flexitabs adjusts the wash cycle to give the best possible results
regardless of the type of detergent used.

8

Refresh: This programme circulates room air through the clothing
for 10 minutes. Odours that build up in clothes, stored for a long
time, will be removed
Inverter motor: These motors use less vibrations creating less noise
during washing and spinning phases.
Automatic load balancing: Machines with this feature
automatically adjust the water according to the weight of the
load.

Humidity sensor: detects when the clothing is dry. This provides
optimum drying performance. No energy is wasted. Saving
money and time. It also protects the clothes by not over drying
and making them easier to iron.

The rapid 27 mins quick programme takes just 27 minutes to
wash a load.
The soak programme provides a rinse to prevent dirt from drying.

65°

70°

The Strong & Fast programme takes less than 1 hour to eliminate
the most stubborn dirt and dried on residues.
The Super programme is suitable for removing stubborn
dirt. A Super Quick programme is also available on
some model.

At the end of the drying cycle the DryAssist device slowly opens
the door which ensures perfect drying.

The Planetarium wash system with its innovative double
simultaneous motion of the spray arm, provides maximum
coverage within the dishwasher. The rotation speed is
approximately 65rpm giving the best wash results available.

The FlexiDuo 3rd cutlery basket allows you to arrange cutlery or
small cups, ladles, or bulky utensils however you like: it consists of
two separate and moveable modules.

Orbital wash system distributes water evenly throughout the
60cm dishwasher cavity, directing water with precision to ensure
an excellent wash.

GLOSSARY

13

The Swing Wash system ensures optimum water distribution
throughout 45cm dishwasher tanks to deliver excellent wash
results.
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Quality, Environmental and Occupational Health & Safety Management Systems
All Smeg factories are ISO9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified, ensuring that the highest standards of
quality are continually maintained whilst actively responding to all environmental issues relating to manufacture. The
materials and components used to produce smeg products undergo strict quality control testing, and care is taken to
source recyclable materials wherever possible. These management systems enable Smeg to provide complete assurance that all products meet superior standards whilst respecting the environment. The workforce is not forgotten – the
occupational health and safety assessment scheme promotes a safe and healthy working environment, aids legislative
compliance and helps improve overall performance.

UNI EN ISO 9001

UNI EN ISO 14001

OHSAS 18001

This catalogue is printed entirely on FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®)
certified paper that has been produced with cellulose sourced from
forests that are managed responsibly, in accordance with rigorous
environmental, social, economic and cultural standards.
http://www.fsc.org/

Whereas every effort has been made to ensure that the information and images contained in our literature are correct at time of
going to print, this brochure should not be regarded as an infallible guide to current specification, nor does it constitute an offer
for sale of any particular product.

www.smeguk.com
Smeg (UK) Limited
The Magna Building, Wyndyke Furlong,
Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 1DZ
Information line
Tel. 0344 5579907
Trade Enquiries
Tel 0344 5570070
Service & Spare Parts
Tel. 0344 5579907

